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Abstract of the Dissertation

Cross-Sectional HIV Incidence Estimation: Techniques

and Challenges

by

Jacob Moss Konikoff

Doctor of Philosophy in Biostatistics

University of California, Los Angeles, 2015

Professor Ronald S. Brookmeyer, Chair

Tracking and surveillance of the HIV epidemic depend on accurate estimation of the number

of new infections in the population. The rate at which these infections occur, known as

the incidence, is also critical for effectively designing, targeting, and evaluating prevention

efforts. Incidence can be estimated through cross-sectional surveys by using biomarkers,

such as HIV viral load, CD4 cell count, and recently developed serologic assays, which define

and mark people in an early disease stage. The total number of individuals found in this

stage, that is possessing markers of recent infection, gives a snapshot of how the epidemic is

progressing.

We explore how these biomarkers should best be combined to define this early disease

stage by examining how the definition influences the bias and variability of the cross-sectional

incidence estimator. These calculations depend on estimating the probability that persons

will remain in the early disease stage t years after seroconversion. We present two different

approaches for estimating this probability curve. Once we have defined viable methods for

combining these biomarkers we derive the sample sizes needed to conduct one or more cross-

sectional surveys and explore how missing biomarker data should be handled in the context

of implementing these surveys.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Monitoring of the HIV epidemic depends critically on the ability to measure new infections in

the population. Reliable estimates of incidence, the rate at which new infections emerge from

the susceptible part of the population, additionally empower researchers seeking to target and

evaluate prevention efforts. Moreover, since HIV infection is followed by an asymptomatic

phase lasting for years, major changes in the epidemic will manifest themselves in accurate

estimates of incidence long before they are felt by the healthcare system. Incidence estimation

can thus serve as an early warning system, alerting public health officials about upcoming

changes in the disease burden and allowing for the allocation of resources to properly engage

the leading edge of the epidemic.

Biomarker-based assays have been used to measure HIV incidence from cross-sectional

studies for more than two decades (Brookmeyer and Quinn, 1995). They offer a promising

alternative to longitudinal studies, which can be difficult to implement, particularly in highly

stigmatized and marginalized populations. In these settings selection bias and loss to follow

up are profound concerns that can theoretically be circumvented by taking a large random

sample of the population at a single point in time (Brookmeyer, 2010a).

The original idea for the cross-sectional study was to use a biomarker, the presence of

HIV p24 antigen in the blood, to determine which samples in the survey came from infected

individuals. Samples which tested positive for p24 antigen were then tested further with

an antibody assay to determine if they came from individuals infected in the recent past.

Since individuals, on average, show detectable levels of the virus for 22.5 days before they
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test positive for HIV antibodies (Brookmeyer and Quinn, 1995) we say that individuals

who are positive for p24 antigen but negative for HIV antibodies are in an early disease

stage associated with recent infection. While this methodology can be used to ascertain

the rate at which new infections emerge from the susceptible part of the population, the

cost is prohibitive. The short duration individuals spend in the early disease stage makes

the number of individuals found in this state highly variable. Large samples are needed to

control this variability and accurately measure incidence. Further, testing for p24 antigen

is expensive. While the much cheaper antibody assay can be run first, and the test for p24

antigen second, this will not substantially reduce costs as most populations are predominately

uninfected and are thus antibody negative.

These limitations can theoretically be solved by changing the definition of the early

disease stage used for estimating incidence to a stage of infection individuals enter after

seroconverting. In this framework, infected individuals who have not yet seroconverted are

grouped with the uninfected individuals and jointly considered the at risk group for entering

this early disease stage. Individuals who test positive for HIV antibodies, a much smaller

group than those who test negative for HIV antibodies, are further tested and classified as

either in or out of the early disease stage based on one or more biomarkers. For example, the

Centers for Disease Control (CDC) developed and promoted the BED IgG capture enzyme

immunoassay (BED-CEIA) specifically for this purpose. In this case the early disease stage

is defined as an assay result below the cutoff of 0.8 optical density units (ODn) (Dobbs et

al., 2011). The assay works by assessing the proportion of IgG antibodies directed against

certain HIV antigens. Low results are thus indicative of a less mature immune response.

Recent work has estimated that, on average, people spend close to 200 days in this early

disease stage with an assay result below 0.8 ODn (Hargrove et al., 2012).. This assay has

been used all over the world to estimate HIV incidence (Dobbs et al., 2011).

Despite the theoretical promise, the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS

(UNAIDS) found that the BED-CEIA overestimates HIV incidence and cautioned against

its use (UNAIDS Epidemiology Reference Group Secretariat, 2005). It was discovered that

some individuals remained in the early disease state (below 0.8 ODn) for several years after
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seroconversion. While most individuals will develop a strong enough immune response to

score above 0.8 ODn within one year of seroconverting, a percentage of the population

will only begin to test above 0.8 ODn after many years. Moreover, the immune system

may deteriorate with the onset of advanced disease allowing individuals to reenter the early

disease stage. When this occurs the disease stage is not indicative of recent infection and

the incidence estimate will not convey information about current incidence trends.

The issues with the BED-CEIA do not invalidate the general method but rather highlight

the importance of properly defining an early disease stage. In the next section we will

look more closely at the cross-sectional incidence estimator’s derivation. By examining the

estimator we will develop criteria for specifying an early disease stage to estimate incidence

accurately.

1.2 Framework and Notation

At calendar time t we conduct a cross-sectional survey of n persons to produce an estimate of

the incidence I. Blood or other biological specimens are collected from each person. Those

specimens are analyzed for various biomarkers to classify each person into one of three

groups. A standard HIV antibody test divides the n collected samples into Nu samples from

individuals considered uninfected and Ni samples from infected individuals. The infected

samples are then further divided into X samples from people in the early disease stage and

Ni−X samples from individuals who have progressed out of this early disease stage. While

n is fixed before the survey, Nu, Ni, and X are all random variables whose realizations we

denote by nu, ni, and x.

We formally define the incidence, I, as the expected number of new infections per unin-

fected persons per year in a specific population. Then I = g(0)(1−p)−1 where p denotes the

HIV prevalence at the time of the survey and g(t) is the expected number of new infections

per year, divided by the size of the population, t years before the cross-sectional survey oc-

curs. The denominator (1− p)−1 scales g(0) so the rate is per the uninfected proportion of

the population. This makes incidence a hazard rate insofar as it is the instantaneous event

3



rate conditional upon survival (remaining uninfected) up to the time of the survey.

The cross-sectional incidence estimator used in the literature assumes that g(0) = πµ−1

(Kaplan and Brookmeyer, 1999), where π is the probability of being in the early disease stage

at the time of the cross-sectional survey and µ is the average amount of time individuals

spend in this early disease stage. The cross-sectional incidence estimator is therefore not

estimating I but Ic = π{(1 − p)µ}−1. If individuals spend at most M years in the early

disease stage, I = Ic when g(t) has remained constant over the time period stretching back

M years (Kaplan and Brookmeyer, 1999). This is similar to a constant incidence assumption

over those M years, the difference being that the new infections are compared to the entire

population instead of the at risk group. When the original methodology was proposed this

assumption was reasonable because M was small and incidence is always approximately

constant over a short enough time period.

When the survey is conducted we estimate Ic with the following rule or estimator Îc =

X(Nuµ)−1. The estimator follows from the fact that

1

1− p̂ =
# of individuals sampled

# of individuals who test HIV negative

and

π̂ =
# of individuals in the early disease stage

# of individuals sampled
.

When the BED-CEIA is used by itself some individuals remain below 0.8 ODn for several

years. It is not reasonable to assume that g(t) is constant over this time period. Therefore,

I 6= Ic and the cross-sectional incidence estimator is not measuring the current incidence.

In this case Ic can still be used to approximate incidence, albeit no longer the instan-

taneous hazard rate at the time of the survey. It can be shown that Îc = X(Nuµ)−1 is a

potentially biased estimator of incidence at some point in the past. To see this we can break

down the components of Ic. First, π =
∫M
0
g(t)φ(t)dt, where φ(t) is the probability that

persons infected t years ago will be in the early disease stage at the time of the survey. We

note that φ(t) = 0 for t > M and µ =
∫M
0
φ(t)dt. We therefore may define a random variable
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S whose probability density is given by fs(t) = µ−1φ(t) for t ≥ 0. Thus, π = µ·E[g(S)] and

Ic =
1

1− p
π

µ
=

∫M
0
g(t)fs(t)dt

1− p =
E[g(S)]

1− p .

If we consider a first order Talyor expansion of g(t) about ψ=E[S] we note that

Ic ≈
1

1− p

∫ M

0

(g(ψ) + g′(ψ)(t− ψ)) fs(t)dt =

g(ψ)

1− p

∫ M

0

fs(t)dt+
g′(ψ)

1− p

∫ M

0

(t− ψ)fs(t)dt =
g(ψ)

1− p.

This approximation is equivalent to asserting E[g(S)] ≈ g(E[S]).

Then Ic is approximately the incidence ψ years ago which we will denote I(ψ). If the

current prevalence is approximately equal to the prevalence ψ years ago then the difference

between Ic and I(ψ) will be
∫M
0

[∫ t
ψ
g′′(x)(t− x)dx

]
fs(t)dt. This comes from the remainder

theorem for a Taylor expansion (Beesack, 1966). In cases where g(t) is approximately linear

over the past M years this difference will be negligible since g′′(x) will be close to 0. We will

later explore the reliability of the estimator when g(t) is not approximately linear over the

past M years.

We call ψ the shadow since it determines how far our incidence estimate is cast backward

into the past. A small shadow implies both that we are estimating recent incidence and that

our assumption that the prevalence has not changed significantly in the past ψ years may

be reasonable. Since ψ = µ−1
∫∞
0
tφ(t)dt we can rewrite it as

∫M
0
tφ(t)dt

∫M
0
φ(t)dt

.

so that ψ is a weighted average of the duration of time early disease stage cases have already

spent in that stage prior to the study. Each time t in the past when individuals seroconverted

is weighted by φ(t), the probability of remaining in the early disease stage t years after

seroconversion. Thus each infected individual gives information about the incidence at the
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time of infection and not the current instantaneous hazard rate.

It is important to note that ψ, like µ, is dependent on the specific early disease stage

definition. Our estimate of φ(t) will determine both ψ = µ−1
∫∞
0
tφ(t)dt and µ =

∫M
0
φ(t)dt.

As an example, if the BED-CEIA is used with a cutoff of 2 ODn, people will necessarily

spend longer in the early disease stage than if the BED-CEIA were used with the traditional

cutoff of 0.8 ODn. We will later develop methods for selecting cutoffs.

The φ(t) curve is also crucial for understanding the bias in the cross-sectional incidence

estimator in cases where incidence is unlikely to be linear over the past M years. The main

difference between Ic and I(ψ) can be written as

∫M
0

[∫ t
ψ
g′′(x)(t− x)dx

]
φ(t)dt

∫M
0
φ(t)dt

.

This is again a weighted average where φ(t) provides the weights. As incidence will be

approximately linear over a small enough time period an ideal φ(t) will approach zero rapidly.

This implies the probability of remaining in the early disease stage for long periods must be

close to, if not equal to, zero. If this is not the case the cross-sectional incidence estimator

will be biased and will not approximate the incidence ψ years in the past.

In the next chapter we explore how to incorporate these concepts into defining the early

disease stage so that incidence can be estimated in the recent past.
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CHAPTER 2

Preliminary Work

2.1 Defining the Early Disease Stage

We mentioned above that one reason long term infections remain in the early disease stage

is immune collapse. Since HIV attacks the immune system a measure of disease progression

based solely on the antibody response may fail to distinguish recent infections from partic-

ularly advanced infections. One way to mitigate this problem is to include a non-serologic

assay in the definition of the early disease stage. The health of the immune system of an

infected individual is often measured in terms of the number of CD4 positive cells per mm3

of blood. The use of both the BED-CEIA and CD4 cell count can thus define an early dis-

ease stage which includes individuals with immature immune responses to HIV but excludes

those whose immune systems have deteriorated from advanced disease.

From here we can see the advantage of using more than one biomarker. We call a

testing algorithm which defines the early disease stage with multiple biomarkers a multi-assay

algorithm (MAA). We first introduced this type of testing algorithm in 2013 (Laeyendecker

et al., 2012).

This first published MAA used four different biomarkers to define the early disease stage.

In addition to only including individuals with a CD4 cell count greater than 200 cells/mm3,

corresponding to clinical AIDS, individuals were required to have an HIV viral load of greater

than 400 copies/mL. A viral load below this cutoff implies the individual is virally suppressed

and likely to be on antiretroviral therapy – a treatment process most individuals do not start

early in infection. This is partially because people do not immediately realize they have been

infected with the virus.
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The other two biomarkers used were serologic assays specifically developed for estimating

HIV incidence. The BED-CEIA, described above, was used with a slightly higher cutoff of

1.0 ODn. The other serologic assay, the BioRad Avidity assay, measures the strength of

antibody binding to target antigens (Masciotra et al., 2010). The strength of antibody

binding is thought to increase over the course of infection making lower scores indicative of

recent infection. The result from the BioRad Avidity assay is an avidity index calculated as

the percentage of antigen-binding of chaotropic-treated antibody compared to the antigen-

binding of non-treated antibody. Individuals with an avidity index less than 80% were

included in the early disease stage. This cutoff, like the one for the BED-CEIA, was chosen

to err on the less restrictive side of suggested cutoffs proposed by individuals who have

worked closely with these assays. When multiple assays are used no individual assay must

exclude all the long-term prevalent cases from the early disease stage.

Figure 2.1 illustrates how the early disease stage is defined by sequentially testing samples

from individuals who have seroconverted.

Exclude

Include in the early disease stage

CD4 cell count

BioRad Avidity

BED-CEIA

Viral load

≤200

Exclude
≥80

Exclude
≥1.0

Exclude
≤400

>200

<80

>400

<1.0

Figure 2.1: The first published MAA. The following units are used for the component as-
says: BED-CEIA: ODn; BioRad Avidity assay: percentage (avidity index); CD4 cell count:
cells/mm3; viral load: copies/mL. Abbreviations: BED-CEIA: BED IgG capture enzyme
immunoassay; BioRad Avidity: BioRad Avidity assay; ODn: normalized optical density
units.
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We next set about evaluating the performance of this MAA based on considerations

described in the previous section.

2.2 Description of the Data

Data are available from subsets of the three cohort studies, the Multicenter AIDS Cohort

Study (MACS), the HIV Network for Prevention Trials (HIVNET 001/001.1) vaccine pre-

paredness cohort, and the AIDS Link to Intravenous Experience (ALIVE) cohort (Kaslow

et al., 1987; Celum et al., 2001; Vlahov et al., 1990). In total 709 unique individuals with

known seroconversion windows provided 1,782 samples. The seroconversion window is de-

fined by the date of the last known negative HIV antibody test, d−, and the date of the first

known positive HIV antibody test, d+. Some samples were taken when individuals were in

the process of seroconverting. We assumed these individuals seroconverted within 28 days

of the samples being drawn.

For each individual i continued measurements j of the four biomarkers are taken at times

τij after d+i . We say that the measurements are taken at times tij following seroconversion

where tij = τij + si and si is the unknown amount of time between seroconversion and d+i .

Figure 2.2 illustrates this data setup.

Figure 2.2: Data structure for one individual i with observations j = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The
• indicates that blood was drawn and an assay was run to test for the presence of antibodies
directed against HIV. The * indicates that blood was drawn and evaluated with various
assays to measure biomarkers.

Of the 709 individuals, 244 contributed a single observation, 369 contributed 2 obser-

vations, and 96 contributed between 3 and 16 observations. The unknown seroconversion

intervals ranged from 12 days to 1.5 years with an average seroconversion interval of 5.7
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months. Based on the midpoint of the seroconversion windows, people were sampled up to

8.6 years after seroconversion. All four biomarkers were measured on every sample. All the

samples are believed to be infected with Clade B virus. More details about the samples

collected from these studies can be found in our previous work (Laeyendecker et al., 2012).

An additional 500 samples from the Johns Hopkins Hospital Clinical Cohort (JHHCC)

known to be infected more than eight years were used for supplemental analysis (Moore,

1998). For these samples there was only a first known positive HIV antibody test and no

last known negative HIV antibody test.

2.3 Statistical Evaluation

Some of the following methodology is updated from the paper where this MAA was first

published (Laeyendecker et al., 2012). We will not highlight these minor changes but we

note that they lead to small changes in parameter estimates. The conclusions remain the

same.

For each of the 1,782 blood samples the MAA shown in Figure 2.1 was applied to create

a new variable yij which is 1 if the sample is in the early disease stage and 0 otherwise.

Logistic regression was then used to model the probability that yij = 1 as a function of the

time tij since seroconversion, using a cubic spline with a knot at two years. This model was

chosen to try and impose minimal assumptions on the shape of the curve. Specifically, the

approach does not require the probability of being in the early disease stage to be one at

the time of seroconversion nor does it require the probability to monotonically decrease with

the duration of infection. From a biological perspective a small percentage of individuals

naturally control the virus and are likely to have a viral load below 400 copies/mL. Thus

we would not expect 100% of individuals to be in the early disease stage at seroconversion.

Further, since individuals can reenter the early disease stage, monotonicity is not guaranteed.

This model does not account for the correlation within subjects but rather relies on

the consistency of the parameter estimates and the large number of individuals sampled.

When handling issues related to the variability of the estimates produced by the model, we
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account for the correlation within subjects through a clustered bootstrap described shortly.

We further discuss incorporating the correlation that exists within subjects in Chapter 6.

Because the time of seroconversion was unknown the model was fit by randomly sampling

a seroconversion time from a uniform distribution over the possible dates for each individual.

This process was repeated 1,000 times and the fitted curves were averaged. The model is

then used to estimate φ(t) for all t by noting that φ(t∗) ≈ P(y∗ = 1|t∗) where y∗ is a new

sample from the population from an individual who seroconverted t∗ years before the cross-

sectional survey. The approximation is due to the fact that only living people are sampled.

Thus, φ(t∗) = P(y∗ = 1|t∗, survival)P(survival|t∗). The effect of survival on φ(t) is minimal

when φ(t) approaches 0 rapidly with increasing time.

We only examined the fit of the φ(t) curve for 0 ≤ t ≤ 8 to avoid extrapolating outside

of our data and to preclude possible unruly behavior by the spline curves near the edge of

the data. There is no need to estimate φ(t) past t = M years. An outline of the procedure

is detailed below.

1. Based on the MAA in Figure 2.1 for each sample create yij which equals 1 if the sample

is in the early disease stage and 0 otherwise

2. Draw si from a uniform distribution on the interval (0, d+ − d−) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 709 and

calculate tij = τij + si for each sample

3. Fit the model logit[P(yij = 1)] = β
(k)
0 + β

(k)
1 tij + β

(k)
2 t2ij + β

(k)
3 t3ij + β

(k)
4 (tij − 2)3+

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for 1 ≤ k ≤ 1000 and calculate
∑

k β
(k)
` /1000 = β` for ` = 0, 1,

2, 3, and 4

5. Let φ(t) = expit{β0 + β1t+ β2t
2 + β3t

3 + β4(t− 2)3+} for 0 ≤ t ≤ 8

For this MAA we found that no sample infected > 5 years, based on the midpoint of the

seroconversion window, was in the early disease stage and that φ(t) was 0 at 8 years. Further
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support that M < 8 comes from the fact that none of the 500 samples from the JHHCC (all

infected more than 8 years) were in the early disease stage. Figure 2.3 shows the estimated

φ(t) curve.

φ̂
(t

)

7             8             6             5             4             3             2             1             0             

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Years after seroconversion

Figure 2.3: Probability of being in the early disease stage by years since seroconversion.
Individuals are marked in the early disease stage if they were found to have a CD4 cell count
> 200 cells/mm3, a BioRad Avidity assay result < 80%, a BED-CEIA result < 1.0 ODn,
and an HIV viral load > 400 copies/mL.

We calculated µ and ψ based on φ̂(t). Our estimate of µ was 0.34 years and our estimate

for ψ was 0.40 years. In order to generate a confidence interval (CI) for each of these param-

eters we performed a clustered bootstrap. The number of individuals per study was fixed in

each iteration of the bootstrap and individuals were sampled with all of their observations to

preserve their correlation structures (Davison and Hinkley, 1997; Ren et al., 2010; Field and

Welsh, 2007). We performed 999 iterations of the bootstrap and generated 95% confidence

intervals for µ, (0.27, 0.40) years, and ψ, (0.32, 0.54) years, based on the percentile method

(DiCiccio and Romano, 1988). Some of the iterations of the bootstrap did not include any

samples which were both collected more than two years after seroconversion and were in the

early disease stage. In these iterations the term associated with the knot separates the data

perfectly. In these cases the integral was only taken out to 2 years and we assumed M = 2.

This MAA has a significantly greater estimated µ than the 22.5 days associated with

the originally proposed method. The estimated shadow of 0.40 years means that incidence
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is being estimated in the recent past. Furthermore, φ̂(t) remains close to zero after 1 year,

implying that the method may be applicable even if g(t) is historically non-linear. This also

minimizes the effect of not incorporating a survival function.

For comparison we note that the same statistical methods imply that when the BED-

CEIA is used by itself, with a cutoff of 0.8 ODn, over 10% of individuals are estimated to

remain in the early disease at 8 years past seroconversion. In a best possible scenario, where

this percentage somehow drops to 0 after 8 years, we estimate that the shadow would be

nearly 3 years. The MAA offers a significant improvement over the BED-CEIA.

We concluded that this MAA could be used to accurately estimate incidence in Clade

B epidemics which exist in the United States and parts of Europe. We examine potential

improvements to this MAA in the coming sections.
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CHAPTER 3

Statistical Considerations in Designing MAAs

3.1 Search Criteria for Promising MAAs

The first published MAA had component assays and cutoffs chosen based on the natural

history of HIV infection. In this section we explore how to use statistical considerations to

design an MAA.

After we published our first paper focused on these considerations (Brookmeyer et al.,

2013) the CDC followed up on the BED-CEIA and released a second serologic assay also

based on IgG antibodies called the limiting antigen avidity enzyme immunoassay (LAg Avid-

ity assay). We elected to include this assay in our future work as a replacement for the

BED-CEIA (Konikoff et al., 2013).

In order to minimize the variability in the cross-sectional incidence estimator we at-

tempted to find the MAA with the largest µ subject to the following constraints:

1. The estimated probability of being classified in the early disease stage at 8 years after

seroconversion needed to be < 0.001.

2. None of the samples infected more than 8 years from the JHHCC could be found to

be in the early disease stage.

3. The upper bound of the 95% confidence interval for the shadow needed to be less than

1 year.

4. The point estimate of the shadow, ψ̂, needed to be less than 250 days.
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The first two criteria are meant to ensure that M ≤ 8 years so that we can properly estimate

φ(t) from our data. Ideally M would be much smaller based on the considerations described

in the previous chapter. The last two criteria are meant to ensure the MAA estimates

incidence within the past year. Estimating incidence within one year of a cross-sectional

survey has been a stated goal of the National Institutes of Health. The cutoff for the point

estimate of the shadow of 250 days was chosen because there is a computational expense in

calculating the confidence interval for ψ for each algorithm. When we examined confidence

intervals for the shadow associated with MAAs that had point estimates close to 250 days,

we found the upper limits were extremely close to the one year cutoff. Thus, the 250 day

cutoff can be viewed as a further conservative measure to ensure incidence is being estimated

within the year preceding the survey.

We elected to consider algorithms which can be performed sequentially in the form of

the MAA presented in Figure 2.1. The advantage of this type of algorithm is that at each

step the particular component assay will exclude a proportion of the samples from the early

disease stage. This will reduce cost since these samples will not require further testing by

the remaining assays. MAAs need not take this form, and other types of MAAs may offer

additional unexplored advantages.

In order to find the MAA with the largest µ, subject to the above constraints, we per-

formed a brute-force search. We looked at 22 cutoffs ranging from 0.5 − 3.9 ODn for the

LAg Avidity assay, 12 cutoffs ranging from 30−100% (avidity index) for the BioRad Avidity

assay, 10 cutoffs ranging from 400 − 10, 000 copies/mL for HIV viral load, and 12 cutoffs

ranging from 50− 1, 000 cells/mm3 for CD4 cell count. The search covered all combinations

of these cutoffs plus the possibility of not using one or more component assays.

For each set of component assays and cutoffs we estimated the φ(t) curve based on the

same procedure described above. Two samples had been depleted from previous testing and

could not be tested with the LAg Avidity assay. While these were deleted from the overall

search they were used in the calculations below since the other component assays were able

to exclude them from the early disease stage for the specific MAAs we discuss further. We

denote the MAA with the largest µ subject to the four constraints as MAA2 and refer to
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the MAA which we described in Chapter 2 as MAA1.

A potential limitation of this search is the inclusion of CD4 cell count as a biomarker in

these algorithms. Unlike the other biomarkers discussed, CD4 cell counts must be measured

at the time of sample collection. This may limit the applicability of these MAAs. It will also

drive up costs as the CD4 cell counts will likely need to be measured first. The cost of mea-

suring CD4 cell counts is much greater than that of performing the LAg Avidity and BioRad

Avidity assays. Thus making CD4 cell count the first component assay reduces some of the

gain the sequential testing format offers. Ideally most samples should already be excluded

from the early disease stage before expensive assays are applied. These considerations led

us to find MAA3, the MAA which has the largest µ, subject to the above constraints, which

did not include CD4 cell count.

Lastly, we considered alternative optimality criteria which were meant to reduce the

potential for bias in the cross-sectional incidence estimator. We searched for MAA4 which

had the highest µ of MAAs which, based on the midpoint of the seroconversion interval, (1)

marked no more than 1 in 1000 samples in the early disease stage among the samples in

the data set which were collected more than one year past seroconversion and (2) marked

0 of the 1000 samples infected for the longest amount of time in the early disease stage.

In Section 3.3.2 we will examine the bias in the cross-sectional incidence estimator in more

detail.

3.2 Results

Since both µ and ψ depend on φ(t) there is an inherent tradeoff between having algorithms

with larger µ and those with smaller ψ. The longer people spend in the early disease stage

the less variability there is in the cross-sectional incidence estimator. When people spend too

long in the early disease stage we no longer can learn about recent incidence, the estimator

will be biased, and ψ will be large. The tradeoff can therefore be thought of as the classical

one between variance and bias. Figure 3.1 illustrates this tradeoff by showing µ̂ plotted

against ψ̂ for those MAAs which have φ̂(t) < 0.001 at 8 years and had ψ̂ < 250 days. The
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Figure 3.1: Plot of estimated mean duration spent in the early disease stage µ̂ against the
estimated shadow ψ̂ for MAAs with φ̂(t) < 0.001 at 8 years and ψ̂ < 250 days.

red arrow indicates MAA2.

MAA2 marks individuals in the early disease stage if they are found to have a CD4 cell

count > 50 cells/mm3, a BioRad Avidity assay result < 85%, a LAg Avidity assay result

< 2.9 ODn, and an HIV viral load > 400 copies/mL. For MAA2 µ was estimated as 0.40

years (95% CI 0.33, 0.47) and ψ as 0.49 years (95% CI 0.39, 0.63). Figure 3.2 illustrates

how this MAA classifies the samples in our data set. Only the subset of the samples which

have viral loads > 400 copies/mL are plotted in order to reduce the number of dimensions

to three. Those samples inside of the pink rectangular box are marked in the early disease

stage. The data are plotted so that the darkness of each point corresponds to the length of

time the sample was taken from seroconversion. The midpoint of the seroconversion interval

was used for illustration. Panel A plots all 1,391 samples with viral loads > 400 copies/mL.

Since it can be hard to see which samples are excluded from the early disease stage, Panel

B plots only those individuals who have been marked in the early disease stage. There is a

clear association between more recent infections and being marked in the early disease stage.

This association is by no means perfect and many samples infected less than one year are

excluded from the early disease stage. Similarly, a handful of samples infected greater than
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Figure 3.2: Data classification for MAA2. The pink rectangular box indicates the early
disease stage. Panel A shows all the samples in the data set with viral load > 400 copies/mL.
Panel B shows only those samples marked in the early disease stage.

one year are included.

Somewhat surprisingly MAA3 does not include HIV viral load and marks individuals in

the early disease stage solely based on the two serologic assays. Thus the combination of

the LAg Avidity and the BioRad Avidity assays together would appear preferable to 3-assay

MAAs which also include viral load. MAA3 marks individuals in the early disease stage if

they have a BioRad Avidity assay result < 40% and a LAg Avidity assay result < 2.8 ODn.

Without CD4 cell count a much stricter cutoff on the BioRad Avidity assay is needed to

exclude individuals who have been infected for long periods of time from the early disease

stage.

Figure 3.3 illustrates how this MAA classifies the samples in our data set. The pink

rectangular box corresponds to the early disease stage defined by this MAA. When compared

to MAA2 this MAA includes in the early disease stage fewer samples infected for less than one

year (65 compared to 110) and more samples infected for greater than 1 year (16 compared

to 10). This results in both a lower estimate for µ and higher estimate for ψ. For MAA3

these were estimated to be 0.33 years (95% CI 0.26, 0.39) and 0.68 years (95% CI 0.43, 0.97)

respectively.
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Figure 3.3: Data classification for MAA3. The pink rectangle shows those samples marked
in the early disease stage.

MAA4 includes people in the early disease stage if they have a CD4 cell count > 350

cells/mm3, a BioRad Avidity assay result < 85%, a LAg Avidity assay result < 2.9 ODn,

and an HIV viral load > 600 copies/mL. MAA4 has an estimated µ of 0.34 years (95% CI

0.26, 0.41) and ψ of 0.33 years (95% CI 0.29, 0.38). Figure 3.4 illustrates which samples are

classified in the early disease stage for this MAA. By design all long term infections have

been excluded in an attempt to reduce bias.

The φ(t) curve for MAA4 was fit using a quadratic spline. The cubic spline with the knot

could not be used since none of the samples taken more than two years after seroconversion

are in the early disease stage when MAA4 is used. The quadratic spline model was chosen

over the cubic spline model based on the Akaike information criterion. This highlights a

weakness of this methodology. Since the data being modeled changes with each MAA a

different model may be appropriate for each MAA. However, since the brute force search

covered over 30,000 different MAAs it is impossible to model each data set separately. A

cubic spline with a knot was chosen to model the data which arose from the definition of the

early disease stage associated with MAA1. Initial attempts to address this problem focused
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on creating specific rules. We delineated situations where the knot at 2 years should not

be included or where a quadratic spline would be more appropriate than a cubic spline. In

Chapter 6 we present an approach to estimating φ(t) which avoids this problem entirely by

modeling the underlying continuous progression of the various biomarkers.

Figure 3.4: Early disease stage cases for MAA4.

Figure 3.5 displays the estimated φ(t) curves for MAA1, MAA2, MAA3, and MAA4

respectively.

Figure 3.5: Estimated φ(t) curves for MAA1, in black, MAA2, in red, MAA3, in blue, and
MAA4 in orange.

While all four MAAs rapidly decrease toward 0 we see that the MAA3 (in blue), which does
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not use CD4 cell count and HIV viral load, has a heavier tail than the other MAAs. This

is why MAA3 has the highest shadow of the four MAAs we have discussed. All four MAAs

have M < 7 years but MAA4 has by far the smallest M with φ(t) converging to zero by

1.5 years. When φ(t) approaches zero, and how close it stays to zero for larger values of

t, will affect the validity of the assumption that Ic ≈ I(ψ) when g(t) is not linear. Even

slight differences in the tail of φ(t) can have a major impact on the validity of the incidence

estimator. We included MAA4 for this reason. The four conditions listed in Section 3.1 will

allow us to estimate incidence within the past year only if Ic ≈ I(ψ). If this assumption holds

then MAA2 improves on MAA1 by increasing µ which should thus reduce the variability in

the incidence estimator. MAA3 maintains a similar µ to MAA1 while avoiding incorporating

CD4 cell count and viral load. This allows MAA3 to be performed on stored blood samples

and should make MAA3 cost significantly less than the other MAAs. We may think of

MAA2, MAA3 and MAA4 as different tools for different situations. We will focus our future

attention on these three MAAs. In the next sections we explore issues of bias, determining

sample sizes to control the precession of the estimate, and controlling costs. Future work

will need to explore how best to combine these considerations.

3.3 Evaluation

3.3.1 Comparison to Cohort Studies

To compare the results from a cross-sectional survey to those from a longitudinal study we

could conduct a cohort study over a single year and at the end of the year take a random

sample of the same population and apply the cross-sectional methodology. The two studies

would be measuring slightly different quantities but both would serve as approximations to

the yearly incidence rate. To make the estimates comparable we might fix the total cost.

While we do not have this type of data, we do have a selection of stored samples from

three cohort studies: the HIV Prevention Trials Network (HPTN) 061 study (Koblin et al.,

2013) the HPTN 064 study (Hodder et al., 2013) and HIVNET 001 (Celum et al., 2001)
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which was also mentioned in Section 2.2. Table 3.1 shows incidence estimates based on

MAA2, MAA3, and the standard longitudinal approach for these cohort studies.

Cohort

Approach HPTN 064 HIVNET 001 HPTN 061
Longitudinal 0.24%(0.07, 0.62) 1.04%(0.70, 1.55) 3.02%(2.01, 4.37)

Cross-sectional MAA2 0.26%(0.03, 0.95) 1.09%(0.60, 1.84) 3.44%(1.75, 6.20)
Cross-sectional MAA3 0.32%(0.04, 1.17) 0.92%(0.45, 1.73) 4.57%(2.37, 8.24)

Table 3.1: Comparison of incidence estimates between a longitudinal approach and two
MAAs.

More details on the studies can be found in (Konikoff et al., 2013). The confidence

intervals from the cross-sectional approaches are based on the exact approach, Formula

(4.1), described later in Section 4.2. The point estimates are similar across the different

methodologies for HPTN 064 and HIVNET 001. While the point estimates are very different

in HPTN 061, the cross-sectional confidence intervals are extremely wide and do cover the

longitudinal point estimate. This table is meant to show that the MAAs are in the correct

ballpark. It should not be used to compare the two methods. The sampling was done for the

cohort studies and not in a manner appropriate for the cross-sectional approach. Due to the

time it takes to enroll people, the cohort studies occurred over more than one calendar year

even though individuals were measured for at most one year of follow up. The cross-sectional

estimates are calculated using uninfected individuals who made it to their last study visit

and individuals who seroconverted. These events could occur at drastically different calendar

times. There is a further assumption that everyone who seroconverted would have made it

to the final study visit. This is certainly not true. Despite these limitations it is promising

that the estimates are generally consistent.

3.3.2 Bias in MAAs

Since the mid 1990s estimates of the number of new infections in the United States have

remained relatively constant at around 50,000 people per year (Hall et al., 2008). Over

this time period the United States’ population had increased almost linearly from around
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265 million in 1996 to 310 million in 2010 (United States Census Bureau, 2014). Therefore

the proportion of the population infected per year had been decreasing in an approximately

linear fashion. This makes g(t), which measures time backward from the present, a linearly

increasing function. Thus it is reasonable to assume that in the United States Ic ≈ I(ψ) and

our methodology should be applicable.

Yet, if the epidemic were to change course, for example because of a new highly successful

prevention effort, we would hope that we could pick up this trend. We showed in Section

1.2 that the main difference between Ic and I(ψ) will be

∫M
0

[∫ t
ψ
g′′(x)(t− x)dx

]
φ(t)dt

∫M
0
φ(t)dt

.

As we have already estimated φ(t) we can calculate the difference between Ic and I(ψ) for

any g(t).

Figure 3.6 shows a decreasing epidemic (Epidemic A), a sinuous epidemic where incidence

both decreases and increases (Epidemic B), a linearly increasing epidemic (Epidemic C), and

an exponentially increasing epidemic (Epidemic D). Figure 3.6 was created by plotting the

function g10(10− τ) against τ for 0 ≤ τ ≤ 10, where g10(t) gives the expected number of new

infections per year, divided by the size of the population, t years before calendar time τ = 10.

The function is defined with the time t moving backward in keeping with the definition in

Chapter 1. However, because it is easier to conceptualize time moving forward, Figure 3.6

plots g10(10− τ) after we have followed each of the epidemics for 10 years. The vertical grey

lines are included here for later reference.

Epidemic B could represent a population in which HIV first spreads in a subpopulation

where it is remains isolated until it breaks into a secondary part of the population. Epidemics

C and D show continually worsening epidemics which may be realistic if there is mixing in the

population and interventions are not introduced. Since individuals can remain asymptomatic

for many years this could occur early in an epidemic when public health officials have not yet

realized the scope of the emerging situation. Epidemic A could represent an epidemic where
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Figure 3.6: Hypothetical underlying epidemic curves for four simulated scenarios

antiretrovirals have successfully reduced the infectivity of the infected part of the population.

For each of these epidemics we calculated the relative error (RE) from using Ic to estimate

I(ψ) as

RE =
I(ψ)− Ic
I(ψ)

≈ g(ψ)− E[g(S)]

g(ψ)

where the approximation arises from the assumption that the prevalence of HIV ψ days ago

is the same as the prevalence of HIV at the time of the survey. To visualize how this changes

we plotted the approximate RE at each calendar time τ for years 7 to 10. Specifically we

plotted

g10(10− τ + ψ)− µ−1
∫M
0
g10(10− τ + x)φ(x)dx

g10(10− τ + ψ)

against τ .

Since M < 7 for MAA2, MAA3, and MAA4 we must specify g10(t) for at least 7 years

before the survey occurs. As Epidemic C is linear the relative error is 0 regardless of the

choice of MAA.
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Figure 3.7 shows the approximate relative error for Epidemic A which is the declining

epidemic. We see that MAA3, which had the φ(t) curve with heaviest tail, has the largest

RE at all times. The RE is highest at τ = 10 years. At this point in time g(ψ) = 0.33%

whereas E[g(S)] = 0.29%. This MAA has relatively little bias despite the fact that the

epidemic is nonlinear. The sooner φ(t) converges the smaller the bias for all three MAAs.

MAA4, in orange, has almost no bias with g(ψ) and E[g(S)] differing by less than three one

thousandth of a percent over the entire time span in Figure 3.7.

Whether or not Ic under or overestimates I(ψ) will depend on the concavity of g(t). If

g(t) is concave up (convex) then g(ψ) ≤ E[g(S)] by Jensen’s inequality. The inequality is

reversed if g(t) is concave down. We thus have Ic underestimating I(ψ) in Figure 3.7 since

for Epidemic A g(t) is concave down.

Figure 3.7: Approximate relative error for a cross-sectional survey conducted at 7 ≤ τ ≤ 10
in Epidemic A shown in Figure 3.6. MAA2 appears in red, MAA3 in blue, and MAA4 in
orange. Colors match the MAAs shown in Figure 3.5.

We would expect that Epidemic D, which is exponentially increasing, would thus have

Ic overestimate I(ψ). We see this reflected in Figure 3.8 on the next page where the RE is

always negative. As in Figure 3.7 the amount of bias is completely determined by the tails

of the φ(t) curves. In this case the relative error does not change over the course of the

epidemic.
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Figure 3.8: Approximate relative error for a cross-sectional survey conducted at 7 ≤ τ ≤ 10
in Epidemic D shown in Figure 3.6. MAA2 appears in red, MAA3 in blue, and MAA4 in
orange. Colors match the MAAs shown in Figure 3.5.

In the special case where the epidemic follows an exponential curve of the form k1exp{k2t},
for constants k1 and k2, the approximate relative error is independent of the calendar time

τ as follows

g10(10− τ + ψ)− µ−1
∫M
0
g10(10− τ + x)φ(x)dx

g10(10− τ + ψ)
=

k1exp{k2(10− τ + ψ)} − µ−1
∫M
0
k1exp{k2(10− τ + x)}φ(x)dx

k1exp{k2(10− τ + ψ)} =

k1exp{k2(10− τ)}exp{k2ψ} − µ−1k1exp{k2(10− τ)}
∫M
0

exp{k2x}φ(x)dx

k1exp{k2(10− τ)}exp{k2ψ}
=

exp{k2ψ} − µ−1
∫M
0

exp{k2x}φ(x)dx

exp{k2ψ}
.

There is no reason why Ic must only overestimate or only underestimate I(ψ). Figure

3.9 shows how the changing concavity of g(t) associated with Epidemic B in Figure 3.6 leads
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to Ic first overestimating and later underestimating I(ψ). In this example the epidemic is

decidedly nonlinear except over very short amounts of time. This leads to the highest RE of

the three example epidemics we have detailed. However even in this case, MAA2 and MAA3

perform fairly well. As in the previous two examples there is almost no bias associated with

MAA4.

Figure 3.9: Approximate relative error for a cross-sectional survey conducted at 7 ≤ τ ≤ 10
in Epidemic D shown in Figure 3.6. MAA2 appears in red, MAA3 in blue, and MAA4 in
orange. Colors match the MAAs shown in Figure 3.5.

We have shown that the bias associated with these MAAs is minimal in a variety of

epidemic settings. Further, we can design MAAs, such as MAA4, for which approximating

I(ψ) by Ic will be almost exact. The reason MAA4 is not necessarily better than MAA2 or

MAA3 relates to issues of cost and precision. We will look at issues of precision through the

lens of sample size considerations in Section 4.2. In Chapter 4 we will also see the effect of

the bias in the estimator on power calculations.

3.3.3 Limitation of the Brute Force Search

One concern when selecting an MAA based on it having the largest point estimate of µ,

subject to certain criteria, is that we may be overestimating µ. One way to asses this

potential bias is to repeat the search within each iteration of a bootstrap. In each iteration

we find the MAA with the largest point estimate of µ, subject to certain criteria, and then
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calculate the distance between that point estimate and the average value of each µ associated

with that MAA across the bootstrap iterations. An estimator of the expected actual bias is

then the average of these distances over all the bootstrap iterations. Here we are using the

fact that the bootstrap is supposed to draw hypothetical samples from the given sample to

inform us of the relationship between the true sample and the population. Thus, the average

value of µ in the bootstraps should estimate the true population value of µ and the average

distance from this value should approximate the bias. The procedure is outlined below.

1. For each MAA(i) and bootstrap iteration j calculate µij where each i corresponds to a

set of component assays and cutoffs.

2. For each j find which MAA(i) has the largest µij for the specific bootstrap iteration.

MAA(i) must also meet further criteria such as those outlined at the beginning of

Section 3.1. The µ associated with this top MAA at iteration j is denoted µi∗j.

3. Calculate
∑

j(µi∗j − µ̄i.)/B where there are B iterations of the bootstrap and for each

MAA(i) we let µ̄i. =
∑

j µij/B

For the search which found MAA2 this procedure estimated the bias to be approximately

3 days. We concluded that this potential bias was not particularly concerning.

3.3.4 Cost of Different MAAs

We have mentioned before the higher cost of measuring CD4 cell count compared to using

a serologic assay. In fact, CD4 cell count costs about 2.5 times as much as the LAg Avidity

assay or the BioRad Avidity assay. The two serologic assays have similar costs. Measuring

HIV viral load is even more expensive than measuring CD4 cell count. It costs about 5 times

as much as the serologic assays. Using the 1780 samples for which we had complete data

on all four biomarkers we evaluated the relative cost of using MAA3 instead of MAA2. We
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applied each MAA to the data allowing for the order of the assays to change. For example,

we looked at MAA3 allowing for the BioRad Avidity assay to be either the first or second

component assay used. For MAA2 we required the first biomarker to be CD4 cell count since

it must be measured at the time of sample collection. The optimal ordering for the assays

is shown in Figure 3.10.

≥40

<40

BioRad Avidity Exclude

Include in the early disease stage

LAg Avidity

Exclude

Exclude
≥2.8

<2.8

Exclude

Include in the early disease stage

CD4 cell count

BioRad Avidity

LAg Avidity

Viral load

≤50

Exclude
≥85

Exclude
≥2.9

Exclude
≤400

>50

<85

>400

<2.9

MAA2 MAA3

Figure 3.10: Cost efficient ordering of MAA2 and MAA3. The following units are used
for the component assays: LAg Avidity: ODn; BioRad Avidity assay: percentage (avidity
index); CD4 cell count: cells/mm3; viral load: copies/mL.

We can see how MAA2 places the most expensive biomarker last so that it must be

evaluated for the fewest number of samples. However, since CD4 cell count must be measured

first MAA2 will be significantly more expensive than MAA3. We found it would cost 25% less

to use MAA3 on the same number of samples as MAA2. This comparison does not account

for the fact that fewer samples will be needed when using MAA2 based on the considerations

discussed shortly in Chapter 4. Since the underlying incidence affects the needed sample sizes

the relative cost of using each MAA will depend on the epidemic. As a rough approximation

we can use the fact that the sample sizes are approximately proportional to the ratio of the
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µ associated with each MAA (Brookmeyer, 2010b). In this case, since we estimated µ for

MAA2 as 0.40 years and µ for MAA3 as 0.33 years, we will need 0.40/0.33 more samples if

we use MAA3. This adjustment increases the relative cost of MAA3 slightly so that it is 31%

of MAA2. Thus MAA3 is likely to be about three times cheaper than MAA2. Admittedly

this analysis only factors in the cost of each assay and not the implementation. However,

since MAA3 does not require immediate testing of blood samples it is likely preferable than

MAA2 both in the cost of implementation and the cost of running the assays. The tradeoff

here is the additional bias in MAA3 compared to MAA2 described in 3.3.2.

3.3.5 Evaluation of Confidence Intervals

Since we rely on the clustered bootstrap to quantify uncertainty in our estimates we may

ask whether the method we are using to generate confidence intervals achieves its stated

coverage. One way to estimate the coverages of the confidence intervals is to perform a

simulation. We assumed that the true population is composed of an infinite number of

identical replicates of our sample. We then drew a sample, S1, from the population which is

equivalent to performing a single bootstrap iteration. We next pretended we could only see

S1 and performed the clustered bootstrapping procedure on S1 to calculate CIs for µ and ψ.

Since we knew the entire population we checked whether or not the confidence intervals truly

covered µ and ψ. The process was then repeated by drawing samples Si for 2 ≤ i ≤ 1, 000.

This gave an estimate of the true coverage probabilities of the method. Bootstrapping within

the bootstrap is known as double bootstrapping (Davison and Hinkley, 1997).

Unlike the percentile method which only requires a single bootstrap to estimate a con-

fidence interval, other bootstrap confidence intervals depend on performing two layers of

bootstrapping. To simulate these methods we performed three levels of bootstrapping. The

top level can be viewed as 1,000 simulations. In each round of the simulation we conducted a

double bootstrap. The bootstrapping itself followed the same procedure as outlined in Sec-

tion 2.3 but the number of iterations was increased to 1,999. Bootstrapping, in its derivation,

assumes that all possible samples will be drawn. For computational reasons we often sample
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with replacement a fixed number of times. The idea is that when the number of iterations

is large it will approximate the results from sampling all possible combinations. The larger

the number of iterations the less error we introduce through this approximation.

As mentioned in Section 2.3 if no samples are infected more than two years the term

associated with the knot separates the data perfectly. Instead of assuming M < 2 in these

cases, as we did above, we removed the knot for this simulation. The difficulty arises because

we are trying to fit a general regression model to 1000·1999·1999 ≈ 4 billion different samples.

Table 3.2 presents the results from applying the above procedure while using MAA2.

Parameter A B C
µ 94.9% (93.3, 96.2) 95.3% (93.8, 96.5) 94.6% (93.0, 95.9)
ψ 91.1% (89.2, 92.8) 93.5% (91.8, 94.9) 93.1% (91.3, 94.6)

D E F
µ 94.9% (93.3, 96.2) 94.5% (92.9, 95.8) 95.3% (93.8, 96.5)
ψ 95.8% (94.4, 97.0) 94.6% (93.0, 95.9) 95.7% (94.3, 96.9)

Table 3.2: Percent of confidence intervals which covered the true parameter. A: Basic boot-
strap confidence interval from a single bootstrap. B: Percentile confidence interval from a
single bootstrap. C: Bias-corrected confidence interval from a single bootstrap. D: Boot-
strap-t (studentized) confidence interval with variances calculated from a double bootstrap.
E: Basic bootstrap CI from a double bootstrap. F: Percentile confidence interval from a
double bootstrap. 95% confidence intervals are presented next to the coverage probabilities.

The different types of bootstrap confidence intervals are all outlined in (Davison and

Hinkley, 1997). The 95% confidence intervals for the coverage probability are calculated

based on the assumption that the number of intervals covering the true parameters is a

binomial draw. Confidence intervals were then based on the normal approximation to the

binomial.

We see that the highest coverage comes from the percentile method applied to a double

bootstrap. Based on the 95% CIs it appears that methods relying only on a single bootstrap,

shown in the top half of the table, are anti-conservative when it comes to the shadow. The

techniques in the top half of the table are considered “first-order” accurate whereas the

techniques in the bottom half of the table are considered “second-order” accurate (Davison

and Hinkley, 1997).
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Techniques C through F are all meant to control for the fact that the basic and percentile

bootstrap confidence intervals may be biased. We can see some of this bias by examining

the confidence intervals presented for ψ in Chapters 2 and 3. The confidence intervals are

not symmetric around our point estimate ψ̂. In fact the average estimate of ψ produced by

bootstrapping is not equal to ψ̂ for these algorithms. The bootstrap is supposed to draw

hypothetical samples from the given sample to inform us of the relationship between the true

sample and the population. Thus, if there were no bias in the bootstrap we would expect

to, on average, return our point estimate for the parameter. Techniques C through F are

different methods for estimating and adjusting for this apparent bias. Unlike the confidence

intervals for ψ the confidence intervals for µ in Chapters 2 and 3 are approximately symmetric

around µ̂. Since there is little bias in the method we do not see the same gains in the

confidence intervals for µ as we did with the confidence intervals for ψ.
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CHAPTER 4

Sample Size Methods

Much of the content of this chapter has been accepted for publication by Biometrics. The

article, Sample Size Methods for Estimating HIV Incidence from Cross-Sectional Surveys,

as well as code for implementing these methods in R are available at the Biometrics website

on Wiley Online Library.

In what follows we will assume that a preliminary estimate of the HIV prevalence, p0,

is available immediately before the cross-sectional survey is conducted. Estimating HIV

prevalence is a simpler undertaking than estimating HIV incidence (Brookmeyer, 2010a).

We will structure the problem so that researchers can solve for u = n(1− p) where n is the

sample size and p is the true HIV prevalence. We call u the required number of uninfected

samples since n(1− p) is the expected value of Nu, the number uninfected people sampled.

Researchers may solve for u and wait to solve for n until p0 becomes available. This is

particularly helpful when setting the power for consecutive surveys as it allows researchers to

wait until immediately before the second survey to supply an estimate of the HIV prevalence

at the second time point.

4.1 Accounting for Uncertainty in µ in the Distribution of X

In this section we derive sample size methods for estimating incidence with a desired degree

of precision. Recall, the cross-sectional incidence estimator used in the literature is Îc =

X(Nuµ)−1, where X is the number of individuals marked in the early disease stage. X is a

random variable whose realizations after the survey is conducted is denoted x.

If we conceptualize the survey as splitting the n samples into those which are, and
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are not, in the early disease stage, then X ∼ binomial(n, π) where, as above, π is the

probability of being in the early disease stage at the time of the cross-sectional survey. Since

Ic = π{(1 − p)µ}−1 we have that π = (1 − p)µIc. Therefore X ∼ binomial(n, (1 − p)µIc).
The “success” probability will be small since the vast majority of people in a population

will be uninfected and most of the infected individuals will not appear in the early disease

stage. We therefore apply a Poisson approximation to the binomial distribution and let X ∼
Poisson(n(1− p)µIc) so that X ∼ Poisson(uµIc).

An appealing feature of this derivation is that it holds regardless of whether individu-

als enter the early disease stage before seroconverting or after seroconverting. It therefore

harmonizes this work with previous work Brookmeyer conducted on calculating confidence in-

tervals for Ic (Brookmeyer, 1997). In that work he had suggested letting X ∼ Poisson(nuµIc)

under a different derivation.

When we estimate the incidence as x(nuµ)−1 we are implicitly assuming that µ is known.

However, µ is never known exactly and must be estimated for each specific MAA. We can

incorporate our uncertainty by placing a distribution, called h(µ) on µ. One suggestion is

to let

h(µ) =
µγ−1 exp−

µ
β

Γ(γ)βγ

which is a Gamma distribution with parameters γ and β (Brookmeyer, 1997). Under this

assumption we have that

P(X = x) =
Γ(γ + x)

Γ(γ)x!

(
βuIc

βuIc + 1

)x(
1

βuIc + 1

)γ
.

This is the result of the fact that a Gamma-Poisson mixture follows a negative binomial

distribution (Agresti, 2013). The Gamma distribution thus simplifies the remaining calcu-

lations but the methodology can be generalized to any distribution on µ. In particular, in

Chapter 6, we will look at a case where we estimate the posterior distribution of µ within a

Bayesian framework. The maximum likelihood estimate for Ic is given by x
uγβ

. Noting that

E[µ]=γβ in the Gamma distribution above and that E[Nu]=u we see the consistency with

the cross-sectional incidence estimator Îc = X(Nuµ)−1. We will shortly examine different
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values of γ and β.

4.2 Methods for a Single Cross-Sectional Survey

We now derive the sample size needed to achieve an estimate of incidence with a desired

amount of precision. The calculations will depend on a preliminary estimate of incidence,

I0, because the underlying incidence dictates the number of samples which will be classified

in the early disease stage. The smaller the underlying incidence the larger the sample size

we will need to capture a sufficient number of people in the early disease stage. To make this

explicit in our calculations we will focus on controlling the width of the confidence interval

divided by the true underlying incidence.

We will use the exact 100(1 − α)% confidence interval for the “success” probability

of a negative binomial experiment (Casella and Berger, 2002). In the negative binomial

distribution above the “success” probability is (βuIc+1)−1 and the corresponding 100(1−α)%

confidence interval is given by {Beta(α/2, γ, x+ 1),Beta(1− α/2, γ, x)}, where Beta(q, a, b)

is the qth quantile of a Beta distribution with parameters a and b. We may transform the

endpoints of the confidence interval for (βuIc + 1)−1 to get that

[{
1

Beta(1− α/2, γ, x)
− 1

}/
βu,

{
1

Beta(α/2, γ, x+ 1)
− 1

}/
βu

]

is a 100(1− α)% confidence interval for Ic. Since x is unknown before sampling we replace

x with E[X] ≈ uI0γβ to get

[{
1

Beta(1− α/2, γ, uI0γβ)
− 1

}/
βu,

{
1

Beta(α/2, γ, uI0γβ + 1)
− 1

}/
βu

]
(4.1)

Then to achieve a 100(1− α)% confidence interval of width W we solve for u in

W =

[{
1

Beta(α/2, γ, uI0γβ + 1)
− 1

}
−
{

1

Beta(1− α/2, γ, uI0γβ)
− 1

}]/
βu.

We will assume that for any given algorithm γ and β are known constants estimated
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from previous work. As an illustrative example we will use MAA2 described in Chapter 3

for which we estimated that γ = 120.77 and β = 0.003 by fitting a Gamma distribution

to a sampling distribution of µ generated by bootstrapping (Konikoff et al., 2013). Code

for determining the required sample size for any W and Ic is available at the Wiley Online

Library. Alternatively, given a preliminary estimate of incidence, I0, and a fixed sample size

the anticipated confidence interval can be determined. For any given I0 a practitioner can

set the precision, determine the corresponding sample size, and then solve for the anticipated

confidence interval implied by the original choice of W . That is once we have solved for u in

W/I0 =

[{
1

Beta(α/2, γ, uI0γβ + 1)
− 1

}
−
{

1

Beta(1− α/2, γ, uI0γβ)
− 1

}]/
βuI0 (4.2)

we can obtain the implied confidence interval by calculating (4.1) for u and I0. Repeating

this process for various levels of precision, that is choices of W/I0, may provide intuition to

a researcher who is comfortable specifying I0 but unsure how to specify the precision and

would rather control the margin of error for the asymmetric confidence interval.

Table 4.1 which gives the required uninfected sample sizes needed to achieve a set W/Ic

for a 95% confidence intervals for selected values of W and Ic.

Ic W/Ic

0.50 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
0.25% 141,895 20,768 9,115 5,338 3,602 2,648 2,060
0.50% 70,948 10,384 4,558 2,669 1,801 1,324 1,030
1.00% 35,474 5,192 2,279 1,335 901 662 515
1.50% 23,650 3,462 1,520 890 601 442 344
2.00% 17,737 2,596 1,140 668 451 331 258
2.50% 14,190 2,077 912 534 361 265 206
3.00% 11,825 1,731 760 445 301 221 172
4.00% 8,869 1,298 570 334 226 166 129
5.00% 7,095 1,039 456 267 181 133 103

Table 4.1: Uninfected samples needed for a desired precision. Results are for MAA2 defined
in Chapter 3. Ic is the underlying cross-sectional incidence and W is the width of the 95%
confidence interval.

The higher the desired precision the larger the required number of uninfected samples
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we will need. For example, if the underlying incidence is 0.25% per year 2,060 uninfected

samples are needed to achieve W/Ic = 3.5, 20,768 uninfected samples are needed to achieve

W/Ic = 1, and 141,895 uninfected samples are needed to achieve W/Ic = 0.5. Since it

is much easier to measure larger incidences only 7,095 uninfected samples are needed to

achieve W/Ic = 0.5 if the underlying incidence were 5% per year instead of 0.25% per year.

In fact, we may note that in (4.2) everywhere the sample size u appears it is multiplied by

the incidence I0. Thus the sample size is inversely proportional to the underlying incidence

and, for example, if incidence is halved the sample size will need to be doubled. This point

can be seen by comparing the first two rows of Table 4.1. It is clear from Table 4.1 that

the number of samples needed can become prohibitive when a high degree of precision is

required and the incidence is low.

Since this methodology is applicable to other biomarker-based testing algorithms we ex-

amine three other hypothetical situations illustrated in Figure 4.1. Rather than compare

MAA2 to MAA3 and MAA4 we keep either the mean or the variance of the gamma distri-

bution fixed and change the other. Since the Gamma distribution is determined by its first

two moments we can examine how differences in the distribution of µ affect the required

sample sizes through this more general setup.

µ = 0.40

µ ∼ Gamma(120.77, 0.003) E[µ] = 0.40 Var[µ] = 0.001

µ ∼ Gamma(8, 0.05) E[µ] = 0.40 Var[µ] = 0.02

µ ∼ Gamma(500, 0.002) E[µ] = 0.82 Var[µ] = 0.001

0 0.5 1.0

2
4

6
8

10
12

Figure 4.1: Distributions of µ used in sample size calculations.
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In the first situation (black line) we ignore uncertainty in µ, in the second (green curve)

we increase the variability in µ, and in the third we change the Gamma distribution so that µ

is centered at a larger mean (blue curve). In the first two alternative scenarios µ is centered

at the same mean as MAA2 from Chapter 3. In the third scenario we extend the amount of

time, on average, people spend in the early disease stage.

Figure 4.2 plots W/Ic for 95% confidence intervals against the required number of unin-

fected samples for the scenarios illustrated in Figure 4.1. The underlying incidence in Figure

4.2 was set at 1% per year which might occur in a high risk subpopulation of the United

States.

0 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000
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Uninfected samples needed

µ = 0.40

µ ∼ Gamma(120.77, 0.003) E[µ] = 0.40 Var[µ] = 0.001

µ ∼ Gamma(8, 0.05) E[µ] = 0.40 Var[µ] = 0.02

µ ∼ Gamma(500, 0.002) E[µ] = 0.82 Var[µ] = 0.001

Figure 4.2: W/Ic achieved per number of uninfected samples when Ic = 1% dependent on
distributions of µ in Figure 4.1.

All else equal, smaller sample sizes are needed when individuals spend more time, on

average, in the early disease stage. This rule can be seen when comparing the blue and

red curves. When we instead fix the mean of the Gamma distributions we can see how
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additional samples are needed to account for the increased uncertainty by comparing the

black, red, and green curves. The difference between the black curve and the red curve

shows the extent of under sampling that would occur if we ignored our uncertainty in µ

while using MAA2. While these curves are relatively close we may notice how they separate

as the desired precision increases. In general differences in the distributions are magnified

when the situation demands larger sample sizes such as when higher precision is required or

when the underlying incidence is small. When we compare the green curve, with additional

variability, to the red and black curves we see that no sample size can make up for too

much uncertainty in µ. It is clear that a W/Ic < 1.5, something achievable with under

5,000 uninfected samples in the other cases, is prohibitive in this case. This emphasizes the

importance of accurately estimating µ and highlights the significance of properly accounting

for our uncertainty.

4.3 Sample Size Methods for Detecting Changes in Incidence

We now move from a single cross-sectional survey to two consecutive cross-sectional surveys

where the aim is to determine if incidence has changed. This is an important question

both in surveillance of the epidemic and when conducting prevention trials. The surveys

are conducted at calendar times t1 and t2 and estimate incidences I1 and I2. We drop the

subscript c for convenience. We will concern ourselves with testing the null hypothesis of

no difference in incidence against the alternative hypothesis that incidence has increased by

some amount. More formally, we wish to test H0: I2/I1 = 1 against an alternative that

HA: I2/I1 = r > 1. For any specific alternative, r, we will derive the needed sample sizes,

n1 and n2, to have a high power of detecting this change if it occurred. As above, the

sample sizes will be based on the number of uninfected samples, u1 and u2, needed at each

survey but the sample sizes, n1 and n2, should be fixed by using preliminary estimates of

prevalence at the two time points. While the calculations below are for a one-sided test,

the power calculation for a 2-sided test can be conducted by halving the α-level, as under a

given alternative hypothesis the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis in the opposite
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direction will be negligible. If we wish to look for a decrease in incidence the roles of I1 and

I2 can be interchanged.

In order to calculate the sample size needed for each of the two cross-sectional surveys

we extend previous work which derived sample size formulas when X follows a Poisson

distribution with known mean (Gail, 1974; Brown and Green, 1982). We will do this by

rewriting P(Reject H0|HA) as
∑∞

t=0P(Reject H0|HA, T = t)× P(T = t|HA) where T is the

total number of individuals found in the early disease stage from both surveys.

Specifically, as in the one sample case, we assume that Xl|µ ∼ Poisson(ulµIl) for l = 1, 2.

Then since the surveys are independent we have that T = X1 +X2 ∼ Poisson[(u1I1 +u2I2)µ]

conditionally on knowledge of µ. This implies that if we further condition on the observed

T = t, we get

X2|µ, t ∼ Binomial

(
t,

u2I2µ

(u1I1 + u2I2)µ

)
.

We may notice that µ drops out when we condition on t because it affects the two samples

equally. Thus,

X2|t ∼ Binomial

(
t,

u2I2
u1I1 + u2I2

)
.

We may now calculate the power for any value T = t given a specific alternative hypoth-

esis r. We do not require the sample sizes at the two time points to be equal. However, one

must set the ratio of the number of uninfected samples required at the two time periods,

s = u2/u1, before carrying out the power calculation. Note that under the null hypothesis

we have

X2|t ∼ Binomial

(
t,

u2
u1 + u2

)

or

X2|t ∼ Binomial

(
t,

s

1 + s

)

and under the alternative hypothesis

X2|t ∼ Binomial

(
t,

rs

1 + rs

)
.
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The rejection rule under the null hypothesis is to reject H0 if x2 is greater than or equal to

the smallest cutoff, C, such that

t∑

k=C

(
t

k

)(
s

1 + s

)k (
1

1 + s

)t−k
≤ α,

where α is the desired size of the one sided test. This cutoff, C, can be found in statistical

packages such as R. Next we calculate

t∑

k=C

(
t

k

)(
rs

1 + rs

)k (
1

1 + rs

)t−k

which is P(Reject H0|HA, T = t), the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when the

alternative r is true for a fixed t.

However before the sample is conducted, T is not fixed but is random. Therefore we

must also calculate P(T = t|HA). Our uncertainty in µ implies that T is a Gamma-Poisson

mixture which is, as above, negative binomial. To see this, notice that T follows a Poisson

with mean u1(I1 + sI2)µ ∼ Gamma(γ, βu1(I1 + sI2)). Therefore we have that

P(T = t|HA) =
Γ(γ + t)

Γ(γ)t!

(
βu1I1(1 + rs)

βu1I1(1 + rs) + 1

)t(
1

βu1I1(1 + rs) + 1

)γ
.

Then P(Reject H0|HA) =
∑∞

k=0P(Reject H0|HA, T = t)×P(T = t|HA) which we may

write as

∞∑

t=0

[{
t∑

k=C

(
t

k

)(
rs

1 + rs

)k ( 1

1 + rs

)t−k} Γ(γ + t)

Γ(γ)t!

(
βu1I1(1 + rs)

βu1I1(1 + rs) + 1

)t( 1

βu1I1(1 + rs) + 1

)γ]

We see that power is a function of the alternative r, the desired ratio of the two samples

sizes s, and u1I1 (or alternatively u2I2). Thus for any specific α level, and desired power, we

may solve for u1I1 for given r and s.

Table 4.2 shows the necessary u1I1 and in parenthesis (u1 + u2)I1 to achieve 90% power

for various values of r and s. For a fixed value of s the rows correspond to the black, red,

green, and blue distributions of µ in Figure 4.1.
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r = 1.2 r = 1.5 r = 2 r = 3 r = 5
s = 2

i 898.7 (2696.0) 166.4 (499.0) 50.5 (151.5) 17.0 (50.8) 6.2 (18.6)
ii 907.7 (2723.1) 168.2 (504.5) 51.1 (153.2) 17.2 (51.4) 6.3 (18.8)

iii 1049.0 (3147.0) 195.2 (585.6) 59.6 (178.7) 20.2 (60.4) 7.5 (22.3)
iv 442.8 (1328.2) 82.0 (246.0) 24.9 (74.7) 8.4 (25.1) 3.1 (9.2)

s = 1
i 1196.6 (2393.1) 221.2 (442.3) 67.4 (134.8) 22.2 (44.4) 8.2 (16.3)

ii 1208.8 (2417.5) 223.5 (447.0) 68.1 (136.2) 22.5 (44.9) 8.3 (16.5)
iii 1396.2 (2792.3) 259.2 (518.4) 79.0 (158.0) 26.3 (52.6) 9.8 (19.6)
iv 589.6 (1179.1) 109.0 (218.0) 33.2 (66.4) 11.0 (21.9) 4.1 (8.1)

s = 1
2

i 1793.3 (2689.9) 331.1 (496.6) 100.4 (150.6) 33.8 (50.6) 12.1 (18.1)
ii 1811.0 (2716.5) 334.3 (501.5) 101.5 (152.2) 34.1 (51.1) 12.2 (18.3)

iii 2090.3 (3135.4) 386.6 (579.8) 117.7 (176.5) 39.3 (59.0) 14.1 (21.1)
iv 883.4 (1325.1) 163.1 (244.7) 49.5 (74.2) 16.7 (25.0) 6.0 (8.9)

Table 4.2: Needed uninfected samples at the first time point multiplied by initial incidence,
u1I1, and, in parenthesis, total uninfected samples needed multiplied by the incidence at the
first time. (i) µ = 0.40, (ii) µ ∼ Gamma (120.77, 0.003), (iii) µ ∼ Gamma (8, 0.05), (iv) µ ∼
Gamma (500, 0.002), r is ratio of the incidence at the second time point to the incidence at
the first time point when the alternative hypothesis is true, and s is the ratio of the needed
uninfected samples at the second time point to the needed uninfected samples at the first
time point.

This table shows the required number of uninfected samples in the first survey multiplied

by the incidence at time t1 as well as the total uninfected samples needed from both surveys

multiplied by the incidence at time t1. For example, if a researcher using MAA2 wants to have

90% power of detection for a doubling of the incidence at time t2 compared to the incidence

at time t1 (taking s = 1 so that u1 = u2) the researcher would need to sample so that

u1I1=68.1. If the incidence at time t1 is 1% per year this would imply that u1 = u2 = 6, 810

uninfected individuals are required at both time points. These numbers can then be adjusted

to fix the total sample sizes n1 and n2 based on preliminary estimates of prevalence. Code

for determining the sample sizes in other situations is available at the Wiley Online Library.

When we compare the rows marked i and ii, we see that as in the one sample case,

accounting for the uncertainty in µ when using MAA2 increases the required sample sizes.

The effect is most pronounced when the underlying incidence is low. Since Table 4.2 is
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explicitly in terms of the incidence this point is more directly understood than in the previous

section. We again notice that the sample sizes are inversely proportional to the underlying

incidences. If we look at the row marked iii, where µ has a higher variance, we see that much

larger sample sizes will be required. We can also see that the smaller the change in incidence

we wish to detect (the closer r is to 1) the larger the sample size we will need. Table 4.2

combines these two effects to illustrate the tremendous cost associated with measuring small

changes in incidence when the underlying incidence is low. A further similarity to the single

survey case can be seen by looking at the rows marked iv. We see that larger values of µ

again imply smaller sample sizes.

4.4 Evaluation

In order to test our methodology in a variety of underlying epidemics we created a simulation.

The initial phase of each epidemic is the same for the first 730 days. We let 50e(d/300)

infections occur each day for 1 ≤ d ≤ 730 days. The number of infections is rounded to the

nearest whole number whenever necessary. At d = 730 we let there be 1,000,000 uninfected

individuals in the population. From here infections occur according to the four unique

epidemic curves shown in Figure 3.6. We first looked at these epidemics in the context

of potential bias in the cross-sectional incidence estimator. If we let τ = 0 represent the

beginning of these unique epidemic curves we examined changes in incidence from τ = 6−ψ
years to τ = 10− ψ years and from τ = 8− ψ years to τ = 10− ψ years. Vertical grey lines

denote these time points in Figure 3.6. The infections before τ = 0 do not affect the number

of individuals in the early disease stage at the three time periods we sample the population

– at years 6, 8, and 10. In Chapter 3 we estimated that the probability an individual is

found in the early disease converges to 0 by 5 years after infection for MAA2. That is we

estimated φ(t) = 0 for t > 5 (see Figure 3.5). The initial phase of the epidemic is relevant

to the prevalence of the disease at the sample dates.

An overview of how the simulations were conducted can be seen in Figure 4.3. Births

occur at a daily rate of 0.004 percent of the uninfected part of the population. Infections
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Figure 4.3: Daily epidemic changes. Births occur at a rate of 0.004 percent of the uninfected
part of the population, deaths from causes other than HIV occur at a rate of 0.002 percent
of the population, deaths specifically from HIV occur according to Weibull distribution with
shape parameter 2.5 and scale parameter 14 so that h(x) is 0.00000013x1.5 for x is in days,
and the number of new infections in the population is determined by multiplying the size of
the population by g(t)/365.

occur according to the curves in Figure 3.6. Upon infection each individual is assigned a

death date (specifically caused by the virus) based on a draw from a Weibull distribution with

shape parameter 2.5 and scale parameter 14. This sets the median survival at approximately

12 years past infection. All individuals are assigned a death date (independent of infection)

based on a random draw from an exponential distribution with rate 0.00002 so that 0.002

percent of the population would die of other causes each day. Infected individuals thus

receive two death dates upon infection and the earlier date is used.

We used the simulation to measure the power when we compare incidences at 6−ψ years

and 10 − ψ years and when we compare incidences at 8 − ψ years and 10 − ψ years. We

fixed the alternative hypothesis r based on the true incidences ψ years before the sample

dates and we let s = 1 for simplicity. The expected power for these studies was 0.90. We

used the true underlying incidence at 6 − ψ years (for the first comparison) and the true

underlying incidence at 8 − ψ years (for the second comparison) to determine the needed

uninfected sample sizes based on the methods developed in Section 4.3. These numbers are

shown in Table 4.3. We fixed the total number of samples at each time point based on the

true prevalence at the time of the survey.

When we sampled the population we separated the uninfected individuals from the in-
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fected individuals. The infected individuals were further “tested” with our biomarker-based

testing algorithm by taking a binomial draw where the probability of being in the early

disease stage was determined by the estimated φ(t) function corresponding to MAA2 from

Chapter 3. We adjusted the estimate by the probability of surviving to the time of the survey

once infected with the virus. This had a minimal effect changing, for example, ψ̂ from 0.49

to 0.48 years.

We then calculated our estimates of the incidences at the two time points as well as

whether or not we would have rejected the null hypothesis. We repeated this procedure

1,000 times. To account for uncertainty in µ we bootstrapped the sample we used to esti-

mate the φ(t) function 999 times so that each time the true value of µ changed (see Chapter

1). We calculated the power as the number of times we rejected H0 over the 999,000 total

runs. The calculated power for all four epidemics is displayed in Table 4.3. In each compar-

ison we also calculated the anticipated 95% confidence intervals for both incidences being

measured based on Formula (4.1) in Section 4.2.

True Incidence ASI CI coverage Power u
(1)
Epidemic A 0.80% and 0.30% 0.80% and 0.29% 0.94 and 0.92 0.92 9,984
Epidemic B 0.41% and 1.08% 0.42% and 1.05% 0.95 and 0.95 0.87 7,595
Epidemic C 0.66% and 1.01% 0.65% and 1.01% 0.95 and 0.95 0.90 29,557
Epidemic D 0.21% and 0.94% 0.22% and 0.96% 0.91 and 0.96 0.90 4,848
(2)
Epidemic A 0.65% and 0.30% 0.64% and 0.29% 0.95 and 0.92 0.92 17,920
Epidemic B 0.62% and 1.08% 0.65% and 1.05% 0.96 and 0.94 0.82 18,383
Epidemic C 0.83% and 1.01% 0.83% and 1.01% 0.95 and 0.95 0.90 123,545
Epidemic D 0.45% and 0.94% 0.45% and 0.96% 0.95 and 0.96 0.90 12,960

Table 4.3: Comparison of incidences at years 6-ψ and 10-ψ (1) and years 8-ψ and 10-ψ
(2) for four epidemic scenarios. ψ is estimated to be 0.48 years. ASI: Average simulated
incidence over all bootstraps and trials. Epidemics A, B, C, and D are the epidemic scenarios
labeled in Figure 3.6. CI coverage is the percentage of the 999,000 incidences covered by the
confidence interval created according to the Formula (4.1) in Section 4.2. Power is calculated
according to the formula in Section 4.3 with equal sample sizes. u is the needed uninfected
samples.
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If we look at the first two columns of Table 4.3 we see that even after 999,000 iterations the

average of the estimated incidences do not perfectly match the true underlying incidences.

We would expect this based on two assumptions the cross-sectional methodology makes.

These assumptions are explained in the Chapter 1. The more important of these assumptions

is that g(t) must be approximately linear in the few years preceding sampling. If g(t) is

convex then we will tend to overestimate the true incidence and if g(t) is concave we will

tend to underestimate the true incidence. The expected 90% power is achieved in the linear,

decreasing, and exponential growth epidemics where the bias in the incidence estimates at

the first and second time points is in the same direction. In the epidemic where incidence

both decreases and increases the true quantities we are comparing are closer together than

the true incidences would lead us to believe. If we look at Table 4.2 we can see that if r is

truly closer to 1 than was assumed we may wind up drastically under sampling. This can

happen even with a small change. Still, in the two scenarios given, the power is greater than

80% which may be acceptable.

An additional complication at play is that ψ is also defined by φ(t) (see Chapter 1).

Therefore changing φ(t) in each bootstrap changes ψ slightly and thus each bootstrap would

need its own sample size calculation. We fix the sample sizes across all the bootstraps to

mirror reality where we must estimate ψ as ψ̂. Since this curve is never known exactly we

are forced to base our alternative hypothesis on the incidence ψ̂ years before the survey.

Although the sample sizes were chosen for the power calculations we can still use the

simulation to check the validity of the methods developed in Section 4.2. Using the de-

termined samples sizes and the underlying incidences we calculated the percentage of the

999,000 estimated incidences which were covered by the anticipated 95% confidence inter-

val used to define W . We see that the expected 95% coverage is achieved in most of the

scenarios presented in the third column of Table 4.3. The confidence intervals seem to be

anti-conservative when the underlying incidence is ≤ 0.3% per year. This appears to be a

consequence of the fact that the number of individuals marked in the early disease stage

must be a whole number so that the distribution of the simulated incidence values increases

approximately in steps between 0, 1
µu

, 2
µu

, 3
µu

, etc. There is some variability around each
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step as our actual estimates of incidence use nu, the number of uninfected individuals sam-

pled, rather than u, which is the expected value of Nu. When the underlying incidence is

particularly close to 0 the mass is centered around a small number of these jumps and it

becomes hard to get proper coverage. For example, for Epidemic D in Table 4.3 when the

true incidence is 0.21%, 1.6% of the simulated values are exactly 0, none lie between 0 and

0.0515%, and 6.5% are between 0.0515%, and 0.0520%. Thus even a small shift in the bound

of the confidence interval will exclude all 6.5% instead of including this mass.

4.5 Further Extensions

We note that this methodology could be used to compare the incidence of two different

subpopulations if the underlying distribution for µ is the same in both groups. This may be

the case in two different states with similar demographics.

If the distribution of the average duration spent in the early disease stage is not the same

in the two groups then we can generalize the above methodology. This could be the case if we

were comparing incidence in two different countries where there are differences in the specific

clade of virus infecting people and in the use of antiretrovirals. To generalize the methodology

we will need to specify the joint distribution, h(µ1,µ2). We assume independence so that

h(µ1, µ2) = e(µ1)f(µ2). We then have that the power P(Reject H0|HA) can be written as

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

∞∑

t=0

P(RejectH0|HA, T = t, µ1, µ2)P(T = t|HA, µ1, µ2)e(µ1)f(µ2)dµ1dµ2.

To simplify the calculations we will let s = 1 so that u1 = u2. Then under H0 we have

X2|t, µ1, µ2 ∼ Binomial

(
t,

µ2

µ1 + µ2

)

and under HA we get

X2|t, µ1, µ2 ∼ Binomial

(
t,

µ2r

µ1 + µ2r

)
.

Therefore the power conditional on t, µ1, and µ2 can be calculated by finding the smallest
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cutoff C such that
t∑

k=C

(
t

k

)(
µ2

µ1 + µ2

)k (
µ1

µ1 + µ2

)t−k

is less than or equal to the desired α level and then evaluating

t∑

k=C

(
t

k

)(
µ2r

µ1 + µ2r

)k (
µ1

µ1 + µ2r

)t−k
.

The next term, P(T = t|HA, µ1, µ2), is simply the probability density function of a Poisson

random variable which has mean u1I1(µ1+rµ2). Lastly we assume that, as in the case above,

e(µ1) and f(µ2) are known distributions estimated before the cross-sectional survey. Then

the power P(RejectH0|HA) is

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0

∞∑

t=0

[
t∑

k=C

(
t

k

)(
µ2r

µ1 + µ2r

)k (
µ1

µ1 + µ2r

)t−k]
(u1I1(µ1 + rµ2))

t

e(u1I1(µ1+rµ2))t!
e(µ1)f(µ2)dµ1dµ2.

We have solved for u1I1 in Mathematica for the specific scenario where e(µ1) follows the

Gamma distribution shown by the red curve in Figure 4.1 and f(µ2) follows the Gamma

distribution shown by the green curve in Figure 4.1. We omit those results in the interest of

leaving this section as general as possible. The computations require numerical integration

and are much more computationally intensive than the cases we examined in Section 4.3

which were solved rapidly in R.

This extension allows for further flexibility if one wishes to use the methods developed in

this paper in other contexts. Our methods apply to any situation where X ∼ Poisson(C×λ)

where X is observable, uncertainty in C motivates specification of a prior distribution, and

inference is focused on λ. This situation arises if λ is the event rate of any condition and X is

the observed number of events over an uncertain “length” C. For any disease in steady-state

(Freeman and Hutchison, 1980) this emerges from the relationship prevalence = (incidence ×
average duration) when the average duration of infection is not directly observable. Outside

of the arena of incidence estimation we may readily find applications for this methodology.

For example, in occupational epidemiology we may be interested in comparing the rate of
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accidents at two different locations. Traditionally a comparative Poisson trial would be

used to compare the rate of accidents. However, uncertainty may exist in the person hours

contributed in each location. The methods developed in this paper allow for the traditional

comparative Poisson trial to proceed by accounting for this uncertainty by placing a prior

distribution on the number of person hours.

4.6 Discussion

In this chapter we derived a methodology for finding the needed sample sizes for both single

and consecutive cross-sectional surveys designed to estimate incidence. The methodology

gives the required number of uninfected samples to conduct a single survey with a desired

amount of precision or successive surveys to detect trends in incidence. These numbers can

be adjusted to find the required sample sizes. Since, in practice, cross-sectional surveys

occur over a period of several weeks preliminary estimates used for this calculation could be

updated as sampling occurs. Further work could explore how best to make these adjustments.

We have detailed situations where one must account for uncertainty in µ to avoid under

sampling. When we account for this uncertainty by placing a Gamma distribution on µ we

showed how the shape of the distribution affects the required sample sizes. The Gamma

distribution is defined by its mean and variance. Larger samples sizes are required when

the variance increases or the mean decreases. In general, larger sample sizes are required

the more mass the distribution puts on smaller values of µ. Researchers should keep these

concepts in mind when considering a potential biomarker-based testing algorithm to use in

a cross-sectional survey. The effects are magnified when the situation already demands large

sample sizes such as when the underlying incidence is small, a large amount of precision is

required, or we wish to detect a small change in incidence over time. In the United States

where incidence is significantly less than 1% ignoring the uncertainty in µ could lead to a

sizable loss of precision and reduction in power.

We tested our methodology in four different underlying epidemics. We found that the

formula developed for the single survey generally had good coverage. When we examined
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successive surveys we found that the bias in the cross-sectional estimator can decrease the

power when the underlying epidemic is fluctuating. However, we achieved the desired power

in a linearly increasing, an exponentially increasing, and a waning epidemic. The samples

size calculations therefore seem to be accurate in settings where the underlying methodology

behind cross-sectional HIV incidence estimation is not biased. One solution to the possibility

of under powering the studies would be to place a prior on the initial estimate of incidence at

ψ years before the first time point. This would allow for the reality that the initial estimate

will have uncertainty both because we are trying to estimate current incidence and because

we will not know the underlying shape of the epidemic.
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CHAPTER 5

Missing Biomarker Data

We have seen in our sample size calculations that there are two different sources of infor-

mation which enter into our final estimate of incidence. Missing data present a challenge

in both the cross-sectional survey itself and in our estimation of φ(t) which occurs before

the survey is conducted. In this chapter we present techniques designed to address specific

challenges presented by missing biomarker assay results.

5.1 Missing Data in the Cross-Sectional Survey

CD4 cell count must be measured at the time of sample collection and cannot be determined

from a stored specimen. If for some reason a CD4 cell count is not measured at the time

of the cross-sectional survey it is still possible to test the stored sample for viral load, the

LAg Avidity assay, and the BioRad Avidity assay. If we were to use MAA2 shown in Figure

3.10 it may be possible to exclude certain samples from the early disease stage based on

these biomarkers. However it is never possible to include someone in the early disease stage

without all four biomarkers. One way to treat all samples which have missing CD4 cell

counts in a uniform manner is to use multiple MAAs. As an example MAA2 could be used

when CD4 cell count is available and MAA3 could be used when CD4 cell count is missing.

Then, if we let

• φ2∪3(t) = P(Marked in an early disease stage by either MAA|t)

• φ2(t) = P(MAA2 positive|MAA2 used,t)

• φ3(t) = P(MAA3 positive|MAA3 used,t)
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We have, by the law of total probability,

φ2∪3(t) = φ2(t)P(MAA2 used|t) + φ3(t)P(MAA3 used|t).

In this scenario, where missing data arises from testing difficulties, it is reasonable to assume

that which MAA is used is not dependent on how long someone has been infected. Therefore

φ2∪3(t) = φ2(t)P(MAA2 used) + φ3(t)P(MAA3 used)

so that

µ =

∫ M

0

φ2∪3(t)dt =

∫ M

0

{φ2(t)P(MAA2 used) + φ3(t)P(MAA3 used)}dt =

P(MAA2 used)

∫ M

0

φ2(t)dt+ P(MAA3 used)

∫ M

0

φ3(t)dt =

P(MAA2 used)µ2 + P(MAA3 used)µ3.

where µ2 and µ3 are the average duration spent in the early disease stage associated with

MAA2 and MAA3, respectively. Thus we are able to maintain a larger µ by using MAA2 and

MAA3 together than if we simply used MAA3. Then the average duration individuals spend

in either early disease stage is simply the weighted average of the mean duration in the early

disease stage associated with each MAA. In this scenario P(MAA2 used) = 1 - P(MAA3

used) can be determined for sample size calculations based on the expected failure rate of

testing for CD4 cell count in the field. After the survey, when we estimate the incidence, the

actual percentages where CD4 cell count was used could be applied as sample estimates of

the weights. This method generalizes to any number of MAAs so that

µ =
∑

i

P(MAA(i) used)µi.
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The shadow for a biomarker-based testing algorithm based on several MAAs can similarly

be determined.

ψ =
1

µ

∫ M

0

tφ(t)dt =
1

µ

∫ M

0

t

{∑

i

φi(t)P(MAA(i) used)

}
dt =

∑

i

{
P(MAA(i) used)

µ

∫ M

0

tφi(t)dt

}
=

∑

i

{
P(MAA(i) used)µi

µ
ψidt

}

Where φ(t) is the probability, at time t, of being marked in the early disease stage by any

MAA(i), and φi(t) is the probability, at time t, of being marked in the early disease stage by

MAA(i) specifically. Since µ =
∑

i P(MAA(i) used)µi this is again a weighted average.

Biomarker-based testing algorithms composed of several MAAs have applications beyond

missing data applications. It is known that disease progression differs between the various

clades of HIV. Thus, for example, the true values of µ and ψ will be different if the same

MAA is used in a Clade A epidemic and in a Clade D epidemic. The epidemics in some

countries, including Uganda and Kenya, are mixed clade epidemics. The above procedure

can be applied to estimate incidence in these countries. Specifically we may estimate

I(ψ) = I

(∑

i

P(MAA(i) used)µi
µ

ψidt

)

with the estimator

Îc =
X

Nuµ
=

X

Nu

∑
i P(MAA(i) used)µi

where X is the number of people marked in the early disease stage by any clade-specific

MAA and Nu is the number of uninfected people sampled.
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5.2 Missing Data in the External Data Set: Estimating φ(t)

New biomarkers for estimating HIV incidence are actively being sought by the National

Institutes of Health. While biomarker assays are under development standardized machinery

will not exist for testing samples. This greatly increases the cost of running these assays as

well as the manpower and laboratory time needed to test samples. Since MAAs have shown

desirable characteristics we may care less about the individual performance of a new assay

and more about the performance of a hypothetical MAA which includes this assay as one of

its components. If the new assay is run last, then the sequential nature of the MAA will limit

the number of samples which need to be tested with the additional assay when estimating

φ(t). Only those samples which have not already been excluded from the early disease stage

by the previous component assays will need to be tested.

Missing data which arises in this framework cannot be considered missing completely

at random since the missingness is related to the observed values of the original assays.

One of the reasons why missing data may occur is sample depletion. The quantity of stored

specimens is limited and the specimens eventually will not contain enough biological material

for further evaluation. In these cases the missingness would be considered missing at random

because the hypothetical new assay result for a sample is unrelated to whether or not a

specific sample is tested with the new assay.

In order to explain how to properly handle this missing data we define the following

• W = the event that a sample would be marked in the early disease stage for an MAA

which includes both the new and original assays

• Z = the event that a sample would be marked in the early disease stage for an MAA

which includes only the original assays

• MA = the event that a sample is missing an assay result for the new assay

• A = the event that a sample has an assay result for the new assay
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To evaluate an MAA which includes both the new and original assays we must model

the associated φ(t) curve. Now

φ(t) = P(W |t) = P(W ∩ Z|t) = P(W |Z, t)P(Z|t)

since Z is contained in W . Next

P(W |Z, t) = P(W |Z, t,MA)P(MA|t, Z) + P(W |Z, t, A)P(A|t, Z).

If we assume that the missingness only depends on the original assays then

P(W |Z, t,MA) = P(W |Z, t, A)

and thus

P(W |Z, t,MA)P(MA|t, Z)+P(W |Z, t, A)P(A|t, Z) = P(W |Z, t, A)[P(MA|t, Z)+P(A|t, Z)]

= P(W |Z, t, A).

Therefore

φ(t) = P(W |t) = P(W |Z, t, A)P(Z|t).

This allows us to use the full data to estimate P(Z|t) and then use only the observed data

on the new assay to estimate P(W |Z, t, A). The estimation can occur completely separately

because maximizing the likelihood is equivalent to maximizing the log of the likelihood.

Since the log breaks the two parts into a sum, the maximum likelihood will occur when both

individual parts are maximized.
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5.2.1 Application: HIV Diversity as a Biomarker

5.2.1.1 Sequence Ambiguity as a Biomarker

The genetic diversity of HIV is thought to increase within an individual over the course of

infection (Shankarappa et al., 1999). One way to measure the diversity is to measure the

percentage of ambiguous bases in the POL region of the HIV virus. The technology for

the HIV genotyping system was developed for HIV drug resistance testing (ViroSeq HIV-1

Genotyping System, Celera, Alameda, CA, USA). This means that many laboratories in

the United States already are equipped to run the commercially available ViroSeq system.

The process is extremely costly and labor intensive. We will call this biomarker sequence

ambiguity. Since the process for implementation is widely available but the costs are high,

sequence ambiguity is a promising biomarker for measuring HIV incidence but only within

the structure of an MAA where it need not be run on all samples.

A cutoff of 0.5% for the sequence ambiguity assay was used in an initial report which

evaluated the biomarker by itself (Kouyos et al., 2011). We elected to see if at this cutoff

sequence ambiguity could replace CD4 cell count in MAA2. Since sequence ambiguity can

be run as the last component assay, unlike the expensive CD4 cell count which must be run

as the first component assay, this could potentially greatly reduce the cost. The proposed

MAA is displayed in Figure 5.1.

Of the 1,782 samples in the data set only 119 samples have BioRad Avidity results < 85%,

LAg Avidity results < 2.9 ODn and HIV viral loads > 400 copies/mL. We need to evaluate

only these samples with the ViroSeq system to measure the sequence ambiguity since the

remaining samples will be excluded from the early disease stage regardless of the sequence

ambiguity score. However, 6 samples have been depleted and can no longer be evaluated.

Further, the sequence ambiguity assay failed to produce a result for 5 more samples. To

simplify the analysis we will assume that the missingness of all 11 samples is not informative

conditional on the BioRad Avidity assay, LAg Avidity assay, and HIV viral load results.
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BioRad AvidityBioRad Avidity

LAg Avidity

Viral load

Exclude
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≥2.9
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≤400

<85

>400

<2.9

Include in the early disease stage

Sequence

ambiguity
Exclude

≥0.5

<0.5

Figure 5.1: Proposed MAA with sequence ambiguity. The following units are used for the
component assays: BioRad Avidity assay: percentage (avidity index); LAg Avidity assay:
optical density units (ODn); viral load: copies/mL; sequence ambiguity: percentage.

Below we outline how to estimate φ(t) for the MAA shown in Figure 5.1 based on the

framework outlined in Section 5.2.

1. For each sample create zij which equals 1 if the BioRad Avidity assay result < 85%,

the LAg Avidity assay result < 2.9 ODn, and the HIV viral load > 400 copies/mL.

Let zij = 0 otherwise.

2. For each sample where zij = 1 create wij = 1 if the sequence ambiguity < 0.5% and 0

otherwise.

3. Draw si from a uniform distribution on the interval (0, d+ − d−) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 709 and

calculate tij = τij + si for each sample.

4. Fit the model logit[P(zij = 1)] = β
(k)
0 + β

(k)
1 tij + β

(k)
2 t2ij + β

(k)
3 t3ij + β

(k)
4 (tij − 2)3+
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5. Fit the model logit[P(wij = 1)] = η
(k)
0 + η

(k)
1 tij

6. Repeat steps 3, 4, and 5 for 1 ≤ k ≤ 1000 and calculate
∑

k β
(k)
` /1000 = β` for ` = 0,

1, 2, 3, and 4 and
∑

k η
(k)
` /1000 = η` for ` = 0 and 1

7. Calculate φ(t) = φW |Z(t)φZ(t) where φZ(t) = expit{β0 +β1t+β2t
2 +β3t

3 +β4(t−2)3+}
for 0 ≤ t ≤ 8 and φW |Z(t) = expit{η0 + η1t} for 0 ≤ t ≤ 8

One limitation of this method is that we have increased the number of parameters we

need to estimate. Further, only 108 samples are used to estimate φW |Z(t) = expit{η0 + η1t}.
The small amount of data is why we chose to use a linear function instead of the more flexible

cubic spline. Figure 5.2 shows the estimates of φ(t), φZ(t), and φW |Z(t) in black, red and

blue respectively.

φ̂(t)

φ̂Z(t)

φ̂W |Z(t)

Figure 5.2: Various probability curves calculated for estimating φ(t) in the presence of
missing data. The black curve is the estimated φ(t) curve for the MAA shown in Figure
5.1. The red curve is the estimated φZ(t) curve with an early disease stage defined by the
MAA shown in Figure 5.1 but without the sequence ambiguity component assay. The blue
curve gives the effect of adding in the sequence ambiguity biomarkers, so that the red curve
multiplied by the blue curve is the black curve.
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We see that adding the sequence ambiguity assay appears to trim the tail of the curve

compared to an MAA which defines the early disease stage to be a BioRad Avidity assay

result < 85%, a LAg Avidity assay result < 2.9 ODn, and an HIV viral load > 400 copies/mL

and does not use the sequence ambiguity assay. The point estimates for µ and ψ are 0.38

and 0.61 years for the MAA with sequence ambiguity compared to 0.48 and 1.11 years for

the MAA which does not include sequence ambiguity. Adding sequence ambiguity decreases

the average length of time spent in the early disease stage. Its benefit appears to be the

large reduction in the shadow. While the reduction in the shadow is promising, these results

must be interpreted cautiously.

Figure 5.3 shows the sequence ambiguity scores for the 119 samples with a BioRad Avidity

assay < 85%, a LAg Avidity assay < 2.9 ODn, and an HIV viral load > 400 copies/mL. The

cutoff of 0.5% is shown as a red line. Samples below this line are marked in the early disease

stage denoted in pink. The 11 samples without sequence ambiguity results are plotted at

the cutoff as red Xs.

Importantly, there are no observed data beyond 5 years. Figure 5.2 shows that the

most important effect of adding sequence ambiguity is the trimming of the tail of the red

curve. This is based entirely on model extrapolation with the observed drop in the blue

curve continuing based on the earlier data. Fortunately, the confidence intervals for µ and ψ

properly capture this lack of certainty. They were estimated as (0.30,0.46) years and (0.36,

1.17) years respectively. Thus, we are fairly certain that adding sequence ambiguity will

reduce µ (estimated as 0.48 years without sequence ambiguity), but the apparent reduction

in the estimate of the shadow is not conclusive (estimated as 1.11 years without sequence

ambiguity). Adding sequence ambiguity may have a negligible effect on the shadow. It

almost certainly has a negative effect on the average amount of time spent in the early

disease stage. Further, the fact that the upper bound of the confidence interval for the

shadow is greater than 1 year implies that incidence might not be measured within one year

of the cross-sectional survey. It is possible that with more data on sequence ambiguity we

could estimate narrower confidence intervals and that this MAA could be used in practice.

For now the data does not conclusively show that it can replace CD4 cell count.
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Figure 5.3: Plot of sequence ambiguity scores for 119 samples where the BioRad Avidity
assay < 85%, the LAg Avidity assay < 2.9 ODn, and the HIV viral load > 400 copies/mL.
Samples below the cutoff line of 0.5%, in the pink region of the graph, are in the early disease
stage. The 11 red Xs at the cutoff line represent missing data points.

5.2.1.2 High-Resolution Melting as a Biomarker

Recently a new biomarker was developed to try to quantify the genetic diversity of the virus

through high-resolution melting (HRM) technology (Cousins et al., 2011; Cousins, Swan, et

al., 2012; Cousins et al., 2013; Towler et al., 2010). The amount of genetic diversity in a

region of the virus is measured by the width of the DNA melting peak. Higher HRM scores

are thought to indicate longer infection times. HRM scores have been shown to be highly

correlated with diversity measures obtained from next-generation sequencing data (Cousins,

Ou, et al., 2012). HRM is a less labor intensive and a more cost efficient biomarker than

sequence ambiguity. It is, however, not commercially available and only a single lab is

equipped to test samples with this biomarker.
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A cutoff of 4.5 for the HRM diversity assay on the first part of the ENV region (ENV1)

of the virus has been suggested (Cousins, Konikoff, Laeyendecker, et al., 2014; Cousins,

Konikoff, Sabin, et al., 2014). For comparison to the sequence ambiguity biomarker we

repeated the above analysis for the HRM biomarker with a cutoff of 4.5. The MAA we

examined is shown in Figure 5.4.

BioRad AvidityBioRad Avidity

LAg Avidity

Viral load

Exclude
≥85

Exclude
≥2.9

Exclude
≤400

<85

>400

<2.9

Include in the early disease stage

HRM ENV1 Exclude
≥4.5

<4.5

Figure 5.4: Proposed MAA with HRM using the first part of the ENV region of the virus
(ENV1). The following units are used for the component assays: BioRad Avidity assay:
percentage (avidity index); LAg Avidity assay: optical density units (ODn); viral load:
copies/mL; HRM ENV1: HRM score.

Of the 119 samples, which have a BioRad Avidity assay result< 85%, a LAg Avidity assay

result < 2.9 ODn, and an HIV viral load > 400 copies/mL, 111 were successfully tested with

the HRM assay. The six depleted samples could not be tested and two additional samples

failed testing. Figure 5.5 shows the HRM scores for the ENV1 region for the 119 samples

with a BioRad Avidity assay result < 85%, a LAg Avidity assay result < 2.9 ODn, and an

HIV viral load > 400 copies/mL. The cutoff of 4.5 is shown as a red line. Samples below

this line are marked in the early disease stage. The 8 samples without sequence ambiguity

results are plotted at the cutoff as red Xs. We see that there is still limited data on how
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this diversity marker performs on individuals infected for longer periods of time. HRM does

seem to do a better job than sequence ambiguity at classifying recently infected individuals

as in the early disease stage. The estimates for µ and ψ for this MAA were 0.41 (0.33,0.48)

years and 0.55 (0.39, 0.91) years respectively. Thus, based on our limited data, it would

appear that this MAA can be used to estimate incidence within the past year and further

exploration of this biomarker is warranted.

Figure 5.5: Plot of HRM scores for 119 samples where the BioRad Avidity assay < 85%, the
LAg Avidity assay < 2.9 ODn, and the HIV viral load > 400 copies/mL. Samples below the
cutoff line of 4.5, in the pink region of the graph, are in the early disease stage. The 8 red
Xs at the cutoff line represent missing data points.
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CHAPTER 6

Multivariate Modeling of Biomarkers

In Chapters 2 and 3 we presented one approach for estimating φ(t). In this chapter we develop

an alternative approach for estimating this probability curve by modeling the longitudinal

biomarker measurements rather than a binary variable indicating presence or absence in the

early disease stage. To distinguish the two methods we will call the methodology introduced

in Chapter 2 the binary classification approach (BCA) and the one presented in this chapter

the biomarker progression approach (BPA).

We will specifically develop the BPA for a 2-assay MAA structured in the form of MAA3,

shown in Figure 3.10, with the LAg Avidity and BioRad Avidity assays as component assays.

We show how to estimate φ(t) from a joint bivariate model of how the normalized optical

density units (ODn) measured by the LAg Avidity assay, and the avidity index (AI) measured

by the Biorad Avidity assay, change over the course of infection. Extensions for additional

biomarkers are discussed in Section 6.5. We note that results found throughout this document

do not depend on how φ(t) is estimated and can easily be adapted to this new methodology.

The BPA will necessitate one small change. In the sample size calculations, instead of using

the bootstrap to generate a distribution for µ, the BPA explicitly treats µ as having a

distribution within a Bayesian framework. Thus the posterior distribution for µ can be used

in the calculations directly or a Gamma distribution can be fit to the posterior distribution

by matching the first two moments.
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6.1 The Biomarker Progression Approach

Both the LAg Avidity assay and BioRad Avidity assay responses grow following seroconver-

sion (Duong et al., 2012; Kassanjee et al., 2014). Figure 6.1 illustrates the growth pattern

by plotting the log LAg Avidity and log BioRad Avidity assay results from the data set

described in Chapter 2.

Figure 6.1: Profile plots illustrating the growth of the log LAg Avidity and log BioRad
Avidity assay results (1,782 measurements from 709 people). Lines connect samples taken
from the same person.

There is a fair amount of noise in these plots but also a distinctive growth pattern for both

assays.

Figure 6.2 illustrates typical data from an individual which might be available to model

this bivariate immune response. Here we use the same notation described in Section 2.2 and

illustrated in Figure 2.2. The Lag Avidity assay and the BioRad Avidity assay measurements

collected at each time τij are denoted `ij, and bij respectively. The pink rectangular box

indicates inclusion in the early disease stage for the MAA3. We will use this MAA, first

described in Chapter 3, as a motivating example and explore different cutoffs shortly. Thus

by the measurement at time τi2 the person is excluded from the early disease stage since his

or her BioRad Avidity assay result is greater than 40%.

In Figure 6.1 we see that marginally both assay responses grow rapidly before leveling
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Figure 6.2: Typical bivariate biomarker measurements from one individual i with observa-
tions j = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The LAg Avidity, `ij, and BioRad Avidity, bij, measurements
are taken at times τij following the first positive test, d+i . Seroconversion occurred between
the last negative test, d−i , and the first positive one. The total time since seroconversion is
tij = τij + si.

off to an asymptote. This motivates a bivariate nonlinear mixed effect model

log(`ij) = β0 + (β1 − β0)exp(−exp(η1i)tij) + δ1ij

log(bij) = β2 + (β3 − β2)exp(−exp(η2i)tij) + δ2ij
(6.1)

The log Lag Avidity assay result, log(`ij), and the log BioRad Avidity assay result,

log(bij), are modeled as monotonically increasing nonlinear functions of the time from sero-

conversion. The parameters η1i and η2i are specified as random effects and modeled using a

bivariate normal distribution (η1i, η2i)
T ∼ N2((m0,m1)

T , R). The random effects represent

the growth rate for each individual i with population averages m0 and m1. Possible correla-

tion between the two growth rates is determined by the off diagonal term in the covariance
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matrix R. At tij = 0 the intercepts for each growth curve are given by fixed effects β1 and

β3. As the time from seroconversion increases the antibody responses are expected to level

off. The remaining fixed effects, β0 and β2, represent asymptotes approached by the log

Lag Avidity assay result, log(`ij), and the log BioRad Avidity assay result, log(bij), respec-

tively. The measurements between the two assays are further correlated through residual

error specified with a bivariate normal distribution (δ1ij, δ2ij)
T ∼ N2((0, 0)T , D).

Equation (6.1) depends on the unknown si because tij = τij + si. We a priori modeled

si ∼ Uniform(0, d+ − d−). (6.2)

We fit (6.1) and (6.2) in a Bayesian framework using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

methods. For m0, m1, β1, β2, β3, and β4 Gaussian priors are specified. Covariance matrices

R and D are modeled a priori by letting R−1 and D−1 follow Wishart distributions. The

probability density function for a random variable Q, distributed Wishart(Ψ, ν) with scale

matrix Ψ and degrees of freedom ν, is given by

|Ψ|ν/2
2(νp)/2Γp(ν/2)

|Q|(ν−p−1)/2exp(−tr(ΨQ/2))

where tr() is the trace function, Γp is a p-variate Gamma function, and Ψ is a p× p positive

definite matrix. The degrees of freedom are often set to p + 1 since this places a uniform

prior on the correlation parameters (Gelman and Hill, 2007). Thus for both R−1 and D−1 we

will set the degrees of freedom to 3. Lower degrees of freedom on the Wishart distributions

also minimize the impact of the priors. We use the fact that the prior mean of Q is νΨ−1

to specify the prior distribution on R−1 and D−1 as follows. Let R−1 ∼ Wishart(3Σ, 3) then

the prior mean of the precision matrix for (η1i, η2i)
T is Σ−1 implying that Σ can be specified

as a prior guess at the covariance matrix for (η1i, η2i)
T . Similarly if D−1 ∼ Wishart(3S, 3)

then S can be specified as a prior guess at the covariance matrix for (δ1ij, δ2ij)
T .

The motivation for the univariate marginal models was discussed by Sweeting et al.

(2010) who first proposed using a nonlinear mixed effect model for the growth of a different
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biomarker developed for identifying recent infections (Suligoi et al., 2003). Sweeting et al.

however included a random effect for the intercept term in their model. We use fixed effects

for β1 and β3, as the unknown seroconversion times can explain differences between assays

among individuals at seroconversion. A further difference is that our model removes the pos-

sibility of a negative antibody assay result, which cannot occur in practice, by modeling the

log transformations of `ij and bij instead of directly modeling the untransformed biomarker

results.

Once the bivariate model has been fit we can estimate the probability of inclusion in

the early disease stage by both assays for any specific set of cutoffs and time following

seroconversion. The model implies that P{(`ij ≤ C`) ∩ (bij ≤ Cb)|tij} = P{[β0 + (β1 −
β0)exp(−exp(η1i)tij) + δ1ij ≤ log(C`)] ∩ [β2 + (β3 − β2)exp(−exp(η2i)tij) + δ2ij ≤ log(Cb)]}
where C` is the cutoff for the LAg Avidity assay and Cb is the cutoff for the BioRad Avid-

ity assay. In MAA3 C` = 2.8 ODn and Cb = 40%. This probability can be estimated by

sampling from the posterior distributions of β0, β1, β2, β3, m0, m1, R, and D and then sim-

ulating measurements from new individuals by drawing observations for (η1NEW , η2NEW )T

from N2((m0,m1)
T , R) and for (δ1NEW, δ2NEW)T from N2((0, 0)T , D) at time tNEW. The per-

centage of new observations where both `NEW ≤ C` and bNEW ≤ Cb at time tNEW gives the

probability.

6.2 Comparison of Methodologies

The BCA estimates φ(t) directly and provides consistent inference under the minimal as-

sumption that the probability of classification in the early disease stage has been correctly

specified as a function of time. The ideal data set for the BCA is comprised of independent

biomarker measurements taken at known times since seroconversion. One might imagine

that in an era of increased testing it may be possible to collect a large sample from the

population with known seroconversion windows. If these individuals have all been infected

for different amounts of time, φ(t) could then be directly estimated by using the BCA.

In comparison the BPA requires repeated measurements on individuals in order to es-
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timate φ(t). An ideal data set for the BPA is comprised of many individuals, with known

seroconversion dates, contributing several observations each. The BPA is designed to be

used for data arising from longitudinal studies, like the MACS, ALIVE, and HIVNET co-

hort studies. Both methodologies could be used with samples collected for reasons other than

estimating φ(t), provided we believe that the biomarker profile in our samples is reflective

of the larger population.

In the case of the data set explored in Chapter 2 we had many observations on some

individuals but only one observation on several hundred people. By assuming that the

longitudinal observations are independent the BCA approach sacrifices efficiency but does

maintain consistency. The probability that a specific individual is classified in the early

disease stage at one time is likely correlated with whether or not the person was classified in

the early disease stage at earlier times. In particular, most individuals will not return to the

early disease stage once they leave this state. A Markov model where individuals transition

between states may be more appropriate for modeling the binary indicator of classification

in the early disease stage. Alternatively, a Generalized Estimating Equation (Liang and

Zeger, 1986; Zeger and Liang, 1986; Prentice, 1988) approach could be used to account for

the correlation while only modeling the population level probability of classification in the

early disease stage.

In contrast to these approaches the BPA intuitively models the correlation within subjects

by using the biological process which determines a sample’s classification as in or out of the

early disease stage. The tradeoff here is making more complicated assumptions about the

structure of the data. However, it must be noted that the BPA works with richer data than

the BCA since it models the original biomarker measurements and not the compressed binary

indicator of presence in the early disease stage. Further, while the BCA avoids modeling

the correlation structure, it relies on the bootstrap in order to calculate the confidence

intervals for µ and ψ. Bootstrapping techniques for hierarchical data lack precise theoretical

assessments of performance except in very specific cases (Field and Welsh, 2007).

An additional advantage of the BPA is that we only need to model the data once. The

data does not change the way it does in the BCA where the binary response variable depends
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on the choice of cutoffs. In Chapter 3 when we searched for the MAA with the largest µ,

subject to various constraints, we assumed that a cubic spline was appropriate for the many

thousands of different data sets we created. The cubic spline was chosen to model the data

that arose from the definition of the early disease stage associated with MAA1. Above we

detailed some cases where the cubic spline poorly modeled the data. While specific rules for

when to use a knot and when to include the cubic term can help, the BCA works best if

φ(t) is modeled for each MAA. Individually modeling thousands of data sets is not feasible.

With the BPA the cutoffs do not influence the data allowing for thousands of cutoffs to be

evaluated after fitting one single model to the data.

Another attractive feature of the BPA is that the model is able to learn when individuals

likely seroconverted based on their biomarker results. From a biological perspective we would

expect the LAg Avidity and BioRad Avidity assay results to convey information on when

the person most likely seroconverted. The posterior distribution of the si, the unknown

times from seroconversion until the first positive test, conveys how much the model learned

from the biomarker measurements. A Bayesian approach, with a uniform prior on si, could

be incorporated into the BCA. However, in this case the implication is that the model can

learn something about the time from seroconversion based on presence or absence in the

early disease stage. Therefore the choice of cutoffs for defining the early disease stage will

influence the posterior distribution of the times. In light of the fact that we are trying to

model the probability of being in the early disease stage as a function of the time from

seroconversion, and that we will select the cutoffs based on the performance of each MAA,

the actual biomarker measurements are likely to contain more meaningful information on

the date of seroconversion.

It may also be possible to use external information on the epidemic to place a more

informative prior on the si. For example, Brookmeyer and Goedert (1989) estimated the

cumulative distribution function of seroconversion times in hemophilia treatment centers and

Bacchetti and Moss (1989) estimated the distribution of seroconversion times in a clinical

cohort study for San Francisco General Hospital. The latter estimate was used to specify a

prior distribution in a Bayesian hierarchical model of the progression of HIV infection based
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on longitudinal CD4 cell count measures (Lange et al., 1992).

6.3 Statistical Analysis

Non-informative Gaussian priors, centered at 0 with variance 104, were set for the means of

the random effects m0 and m1. For β0, β1, β2, and β3, prior information was elicited from

Dr. Oliver Laeyendecker who was asked to specify the prior mean for each parameter as well

as a 95% prior credible interval. Dr. Oliver Laeyendecker manages a laboratory at Johns

Hopkins University where he has worked extensively with these biomarkers. The variances

for the normal priors were derived from the 95% prior intervals by assuming that four times

the standard deviation would cover this interval. The diagonal terms for Σ and S were

derived similarly by specifying plausible ranges based on plots of data from Kassanjee et al.

(2014) and Duong et al. (2012). A priori we assumed that the two random effects had a

small positive correlation and that the error terms were uncorrelated. The specified priors

were β0 ∼ N(0, 0.01), β1 ∼ N(−1.2, 1), β2 ∼ N(1.6, .3), and β3 ∼ N(−1.2, 1.25). The entries

for Σ and S were Σ11 = 1.75, Σ12 = Σ21 = .1, Σ22 = 1.63, S11 = .12, S12 = S21 = 0, and

S22 = .04. Where Mij is the entry in the ith row and jth column of matrix M .

Inference was based on 3 parallel chains fit simultaneously in JAGS version 3.3. Each

chain consisted of 300,000 iterations with the first third discarded as burn-in. The chains

were thinned so that every 20th iteration was kept. This allowed for the φ(t) curve for

an MAA to be calculated in under 24 hours on a single machine. The Brooks and Gelman

multivariate extension of the Gelman-Rubin diagnostic (Brooks and Gelman, 1998) was equal

to 1 rounded at two decimal places indicating good convergence properties. The individual

Gelman-Rubin diagnostic (Gelman and Rubin, 1992) for all parameters were between 1 and

1.01.

At each iteration we simulated 1,000 random draws for (η1i, η2i)
T , and (δ1ij, δ2ij)

T from

N2((m0,m1)
T , R), and N2((0, 0)T , D) respectively. We note that the error terms δ1ij and

δ2ij were included in this analysis because the incidence is determined from the number

of people marked in the early disease stage regardless of whether measurement error is
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responsible for the classification. We repeated the search described in Chapter 3 calculating

φ̂(t) for MAAs defined by all possible combinations of the cutoffs for the LAg Avidity assay,

C`, and BioRad Avidity assay, Cb, explored above. The first step of the search was to

evaluate φ̂(8) for each set of cutoffs, eliminating all MAAs where φ̂(8) ≥ 0.001. For those

curves where φ̂(8) < 0.001 we calculated φ̂(t) at each iteration for 1,101 unique times t for

t ∈ [0, 8] by using the simulated values at the specific iteration. The percentage of draws

where both log(`ij) < log(C`) ODn and log(bij) < log(Cb) AI determined the probability

curve at the specific iteration. We then calculated a posterior distribution for µ =
∫∞
0
φ(t)dt

and ψ = µ−1
∫∞
0
tφ(t)dt over all of the iterations for each MAA. Confidence intervals for µ

and ψ were generated using the percentile method.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Model Estimates

The left hand side of Figure 6.3 shows the estimated 2.5%, 25%, 75%, and 97.5% quantiles

for the modeled growth of the log Lag Avidity assay result (Panel A) and the log of the

BioRad Avidity assay result (Panel C). The slightly darker outer curves represent pointwise

95% credible intervals at specific times. The growth curves reflect the patterns seen in Figure

6.1 with the Lag Avidity assay having more variability in its measurements than the BioRad

Avidity assay. The right hand side of Figure 6.3 shows violin plots for the log Lag Avidity

assay result (Panel B) and the log BioRad Avidity assay result (Panel D) at times t =

0, 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8. The violin plots are formed by rotating and mirroring the posterior

distribution of the assay results at the specific times. These plots show the implausibility of

ever excluding 100% of long term infections from the early disease stage. The viability of

the cross-sectional incidence estimator to measure recent incidence is most sensitive to the

values that φ(t) takes at larger times t. For example if we look at the formula for the time

in the past when we are measuring incidence ψ = µ−1
∫∞
0
tφ(t)dt we see that each value of

φ(t) is multiplied by µ−1t making larger times more influential.
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Figure 6.3: Panel A: Estimated 2.5%, 25%, 75%, and 97.5% quantiles for the modeled growth
of the log Lag Avidity assay result. Panel B: Violin plot for the log Lag Avidity assay result
at selected times. Panel C: Estimated 2.5%, 25%, 75%, and 97.5% quantiles for the modeled
growth of the log BioRad Avidity assay result. Panel D: Violin plot for the log BioRad
Avidity assay result at selected times.

For each of the 709 individuals we plotted the posterior distribution of si, the unknown

time from seroconversion until the first positive test for HIV. The posterior distribution for

six individuals is shown in figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4 shows that the there are varying degrees of learning in the model. The poste-

rior distribution of si for some individuals, like the one portrayed in Panel C is essentially

unchanged from the uniform prior. For other individuals, like the one portrayed in Panel F,

the model strongly suggests that seroconversion occurred at a specific time. When there are

multiple observations on an individual the exact shape of the posterior distribution may be
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Figure 6.4: Example posterior distributions for si, the unknown time from seroconversion
until the first positive test for HIV.

difficult to understand. However, for some individuals the logic of the model is evident. For

example, Panel D corresponds to an individual with the following 5 data points.

LAg Avidity BioRad Avidity τij
2.8 ODn 64% 0.15
3.6 ODn 86% 0.33
4.3 ODn 92% 0.49
4.1 ODn 98% 1.23
4.3 ODn 100% 1.48

For this person si is somewhere between 0 and 0.53 years. This person’s biomarker

measurements increase rapidly and level off in the general pattern expected by the model.

The posterior mean for β1 and β3, corresponding to the intercepts, was 0.3 ODn for the LAg

Avidity assay and 12% for the BioRad Avidity assay. The posterior mean for β0 and β2,

corresponding to the asymptotes, was 4.39 ODn for the LAg Avidity assay and 99% for the

BioRad Avidity assay. Thus it makes sense that in Panel D we see the model favoring larger
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values of si implying, for example, that the first measurement is closer to 0.68 years after

seroconversion than 0.15 years.

6.4.2 Comparison of Search Results

For the BPA the MAA with the largest estimated µ, which meets the four criteria detailed

on page 14, uses the BioRad Avidity assay with a cutoff of 30%. This single assay algorithm

had a larger estimated µ than all 2-assay MAAs considered which met the necessary criteria.

We will call this MAA5. When we used the BCA to estimate φ(t) for this MAA the point

estimate of the shadow was greater than 250 days and the upper bound of the confidence

interval for the shadow was greater than 1 year. Further φ̂(8) was found to be 0.004 implying

that it may be inappropriate to assume that φ(t) = 0 for t > 8 years. Since it failed these

criteria this MAA was rejected in the search conducted with the BCA. Interestingly MAA3,

which for the BCA had the largest estimated µ, subject to the search criteria, was rejected

in the search conducted with the BPA. Figure 6.5 plots the estimated φ(t) curves for each

approach for MAA5 and the estimated φ(t) curves for each approach for MAA3.

φ̂
(t

)

7             8             6             5             4             3             2             1             0             

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Figure 6.5: Estimated φ(t) curves for MAA5 with the BCA (dashed black line), MAA5 with
the BPA (solid black line), MAA3 with the BCA (dashed red line), MAA3 with the BPA
(solid red line).
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MAA3 is shown in red and MAA5 is shown in black. Dashed lines are used to indicate the

estimated φ(t) curves for the BCA and solid lines are used to indicated the estimated φ(t)

curves for the BPA.

Since it can be difficult to see subtle differences in the curves, Table 6.1 compares each

approach’s estimate of φ(t) for MAA5 and estimate of φ(t) for MAA3 at times 0, 1, 2, 4,

6, and 8 years after seroconversion. Table 6.1 also shows the estimated values for µ and ψ,

along with 95% confidence intervals for both MAAs and approaches.

µ̂ ψ̂ φ̂(0) φ̂(1) φ̂(2) φ̂(4) φ̂(6) φ̂(8)
MAA5
BCA .21 (.15, .27) .98 (.39, 1.61) .625 .021 .008 .005 .005 .004
BPA .19 (.16, .23) .65 (.44, .91) 1.000 .032 .010 .003 .001 <0.001

MAA3
BCA .33 (.26, .39) .68 (.43, .97) .807 .038 .014 .010 <0.001 <0.001
BPA .25 (.20, .30) .86 (.62, 1.15) 1.000 .050 .018 .005 .003 .001

Table 6.1: Comparison of estimates for the BCA and BPA

The unknown seroconversion times account for some of the differences in the estimates.

For example if we were to sample the seroconversion times in the BCA from their posterior

distribution created using the BPA our point estimate of µ for MAA3 would be .29 years

instead of .33 years. How we handle the unknown seroconversion times clearly influences our

parameter estimates.

In the third column of Table 6.1 we see that the two methods differ in their estimates of

φ̂(0). If we look back at Figure 2.2 we see that the biomarkers, at least in this data set, are

only measured after seroconversion is known to have occurred. Samples taken after infection

but before seroconversion are especially interesting for a variety of scientific questions and

can be difficult to obtain. The value of φ̂(0) is thus based on model extrapolation when the

BCA is used. The BPA also incorporates prior information into estimating φ̂(0). This prior

information results in the 100% estimated inclusion in the early disease stage at the point

of seroconversion. This is believed to reflect the biological reality. The differences at the

moment of seroconversion are not particularly influential in the analysis. For example, for
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MAA3 the two estimated curves cross less than 7 days after seroconversion. The difference

in those first 7 days between the curves affects the estimate of µ by approximately 1 day.

For MAA5 one important difference is that the tail of the φ(t) curve is slightly higher

when estimated with the BCA compared to the BPA. This small difference is responsible

for much of the disparity we see in the estimate of the shadow. There are only 343 samples

in the data set which have been collected more than 5 years after seroconversion. For the

BCA this means that a single sample which is in the early disease stage past 5 years can

prevent convergence to 0. In the data set there is an individual with two measurements at

approximately 4 and 8 years past seroconversion. At 4 years this person’s BioRad Avidity

was measured as 50% and at 8 years it was measured as 29%. Since the BPA estimates

the trajectory of the biomarker growth for this individual the sample at 8 years does not

prevent the convergence of φ(t). The model assumes, based on other people’s trajectories

and the earlier measurement, that on average this person would produce a BioRad Avidity

measurement above 30% if sampled repeatedly at this time.

This shows a further potential advantage of the BPA. When we find a sample taken 8 years

after seroconversion which has a BioRad Avidity assay result of 29% we might imagine that

there are other individuals in the population who have been infected for 8 years with BioRad

Avidity assay results in the neighborhood of 29%. Since the biomarker is continuous and

since there is always measurement error this is almost certainly true. The BPA determines

what these similar values are by using other people’s trajectories and other measurements on

the same person. When we simulate values for the BioRad Avidity assay from the posterior

distribution of this individual we get this range of probable values. This creates a situation

where samples very close to the cutoffs do not give the same amount of evidence for or

against classification in the early disease stage as those samples which are not close to the

cutoffs. While the cross-sectional survey itself dichotomizes each sample, there is no reason

why the external data set used to estimate φ(t) cannot learn more by using the underlying

continuous biomarker measurements.

To further illustrate this point imagine that in the data set we use to estimate φ(t) we

have 1,000 samples taken t years after seroconversion. If all 1,000 samples have measurements
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between 95% and 100% we might feel comfortable asserting that in the cross-sectional survey

0% of samples taken t years after seroconversion will be marked in the early disease stage

for MAA5, that is have an assay result below 30%. If however the 1,000 samples have

measurements between 30% and 35% we naturally might think that it is more likely we will

find a sample taken t years after seroconversion which is below 30%. The BCA treats the

external data set the same regardless of whether the measurements are near the cutoff or

not. The BPA, on the other hand, includes how close the data is to the cutoff in its estimate

of φ(t).

For MAA3 the same concept makes the estimate of φ(t) fail to converge at 8 years. The

individual with a BioRad Avidity assay result of 29% at 8 years has a LAg Avidity assay

result of 2.9 ODn. For the BCA none of the individuals infected more than 5 years are in

the early disease stage for MAA3 (LAg Avidity < 2.8 and BioRad Avidity < 40% ) so φ(t)

converges to 0. For the BPA the measurement of 2.9 ODn indicates that a LAg Avidity

result below 2.8 ODn is still very possible at 8 years. Thus the tail of the φ(t) curve for the

BPA is slightly higher.

6.5 Extensions to More Biomarkers

A CD4 cell count below 50 cells/mm3 is indicative of immune collapse, a process which

may result in low BioRad Avidity and Lag Avidity assay results late in infection. An HIV

viral load below 400 copies/mL indicates viral suppression which is often due to treatment

with antiretroviral drugs. Treatment with antiretroviral drugs has been shown to alter the

progression of serologic biomarkers (Kassanjee et al., 2014). MAA2 which incorporated these

concepts defined the early disease stage as any sample which had a CD4 cell count > 50

cells/mm3, an HIV viral load of > 400 copies/mL, a Lag Avidity assay result < 2.9 ODn,

and a BioRad Avidity assay result < 85% AI. The serologic assays have higher cutoffs in

MAA2 then MAA3 and MAA5 since there is likely to be a more defined growth pattern for

the biomarkers once samples with CD4 cell count ≤ 50 cells/mm3 and HIV viral load of

≤ 400 copies/mL are removed. This is illustrated in the profile plots of the data shown in
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Figure 6.6 which may be compared to the similar plots shown in Figure 6.1. We see that

many of the lower measurements at later times have been removed.

Figure 6.6: Profile plots illustrating the growth of the log LAg Avidity and log BioRad
Avidity assay results for samples with CD4 cell counts > 50 cells/mm3 and HIV viral loads
> 400 copies/mL (1,338 samples from 623 people).

To model the probability curve for this 4-assay MAA we write φ(tij) = P{(vij > 400) ∩
(cij > 50) ∩ (`ij < 2.9) ∩ (bij < 85)|tij} = P{vij > 400|tij}P{cij > 50|vij > 400, tij}P{(`ij <
2.9) ∩ (bij < 85)|cij > 50, vij > 400, tij} where cij and vij are the measurements of CD4

cell count and HIV viral load. We separate the model into three parts since the expected

progression of the BioRad Avidity and Lag Avidity assay results is conditional on a lack

of immune collapse and viral suppression. Similarly CD4 cell count follows a somewhat

predictable pattern only in the absence of antiretroviral drugs which can suppress the virus

and allow the immune system to partially recover.

The last term in the expression can be modeled as described in Section 6.1 in the subset of

the data where the samples have CD4 cell count measures above 50 cells/mm3 and HIV viral

load measures above 400 copies/mL. The decline of the CD4 cell count in individuals who

are not on antiretrovirals has been modeled extensively (Taylor et al., 1994; Taylor and Law,

1998; Lange et al., 1992; Degruttola et al., 1991; Munoz et al., 1988) and these models could

be used to find P{cij > 50|vij > 400, tij} based on the same procedure described in Section

6.1. The remaining term, P{vij > 400|tij}, representing the probability of viral suppression
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as a function of time since seroconversion cannot be modeled directly from cohort studies as

individuals in these studies are tested regularly for HIV. Thus individuals in cohort studies

are more likely to be aware of their HIV status and linked to care than people in the general

population. This implies that the probability of viral suppression for participants in a cohort

study is likely not representative of the general population. Because of this complication we

leave the full adaptation of the BPA to this type of MAA to future work.

6.6 Discussion

In this chapter we presented a second approach for estimating the probability that a sample,

drawn from a new person t years after seroconversion, is marked in the early disease stage.

We have detailed some apparent advantages of this approach over the previous methodology.

The advantages stem from modeling the continuous longitudinal data instead of condensing

all this information into a binary outcome variable denoting presence or absence in the early

disease stage. The added information in the biomarker measurements more readily allows

for modeling the within-subject correlation between measurements. Further, the model

updates the likely seroconversion times based on the observed biomarker measurements.

This approach also allows for the data to be modeled a single time and not depend on the

MAA under consideration. The previous approach, detailed in Chapters 2 and 3, offers

consistent estimation under minimal assumptions. The tradeoff with the new approach is

the additional data modeling which is necessary for its implementation.

The two approaches produce different optimal MAAs. MAA3, which was considered

optimal in the search conducted in Chapter 3, is eliminated in the search conducted in

this chapter because it may estimate incidence more than one year in the past. Similarly,

MAA5 which is considered optimal in the search conducted in this chapter, was eliminated

in Chapter 3. A validation data set could help determine which estimates are likely more

accurate. The point estimates of the shadow for both MAAs and both approaches remain

less than one year. Public health practitioners may still be willing to use MAA3 and MAA5

in practice, despite the fact that the confidence intervals for the shadow stretch beyond
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one year. Further progress could be made by including non-serologic biomarkers such as

CD4 cell count and HIV viral load. However these assays are expensive and further work

will be needed to model the probability of viral suppression as a function of the time since

seroconversion.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusion

In this dissertation we explored various methodological questions which arose from the prac-

tical public health necessity of accurately estimating the rate at which new HIV infections

occur in populations. Measuring HIV incidence is crucial for tracking the epidemic and

conducting prevention trials aimed at curbing its spread.

In Chapter 1 we introduced cross-sectional incidence estimation and explained some of

its potential advantages over the more traditional approach of estimating incidence through

longitudinal studies. The cross-sectional approach is anchored in the idea that duration of

infection will dictate the biomarker profile in a person’s blood. This profile is then used to

group people into disease stages associated with either recent or long term infections. In the

cross-sectional survey the number of people found in a biomarker-defined early disease stage,

relative to the size of the susceptible part of the population, gives an estimate of how the

epidemic is progressing. By deriving the cross-sectional incidence estimator we showed that

the estimator depends on two population parameters which must be estimated before the

cross-sectional survey is conducted. The average amount of time spent in the early disease

stage, µ, must be large to control the variance of the estimator, while ψ, the time in the past

when the estimator is approximating incidence, must be temporally close to the time of the

survey in order to learn about recent infections. These two parameters are both functions

of φ(t), the probability that a person will remain in the early disease stage t years after

seroconversion.

In Chapter 2 we introduced the first published multi-assay algorithm which defines the

early disease stage based on multiple biomarkers. Previous approaches for estimating HIV

incidence focused on using a single biomarker, along with an HIV antibody test, to define
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the early disease stage. We presented an approach for estimating φ(t) based on modeling a

binary variable, indicating presence or absence in the early disease stage, as a function of

time. Our point estimates of µ and ψ showed that current single biomarker approaches are

impractical. By using multiple biomarkers we were able to define the early disease stage so as

to increase µ, reducing the variability, and decrease, ψ, controlling the bias in the estimator.

In Chapter 3 we discussed various statistical approaches for defining the early disease

stage which produced multi-assay algorithms which could be considered optimal in one sense

or another. We compared the estimates of incidence from the cross-sectional approach with

previous estimates from longitudinal studies. We concluded that the cross-sectional approach

appeared to generate estimates in the correct ballpark. We then explored potential issues of

bias, both in the underlying methodology and in how we selected our optimal multi-assay

algorithms. We found that the bias in our search for optimal algorithms was likely minimal.

The bias in the cross-sectional incidence estimator was shown to be very sensitive to the

values φ(t) takes at later times. Viable multi-assay algorithms need the probability that a

person will remain in the early disease stage for more than one year after seroconversion

to be close to zero. We also looked at the optimal ordering of the component assays in

the multi-assay algorithms. We showed that since CD4 cell count must be used as the first

component assay, the cost of including CD4 cell count is high. Multi-assay algorithms which

rely on only serologic component assays are therefore less costly.

We then turned to sample size methodology. In Chapter 4 we developed methods for

determining the sample sizes needed for both single and consecutive cross-sectional surveys.

In the single survey case we showed how to choose a sample size to control the expected

precision with which we will estimate incidence. When we have successive surveys we showed

how to set the sample sizes to achieve a desired level of power to detect differences in incidence

at two time points or in two populations. In these calculations we found that the underlying

incidence is inversely proportional to the needed sample sizes. We also showed that one must

account for the fact that µ is estimated and not known. We can account for this uncertainty

by placing a distribution on µ. We showed that larger sample sizes in the cross-sectional

survey itself cannot compensate for large amounts of uncertainty in µ. We also showed that
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there are limits to the amount of precision which can be achieved based on the underlying

incidence and the chosen multi-assay algorithm. Multi-assay algorithms where individuals

spend longer durations on average in the early disease stage require smaller samples sizes.

Similarly, for a specific power, the sample sizes can be prohibitive if µ is too small, the

underlying incidence is too low, or the difference between the two incidences we are trying

to detect is not sufficiently large. We tested our methodology in four different simulated

underlying epidemics and found that the methods performed well.

We next explored issues of missing data in Chapter 5. Here we explained how to use mul-

tiple multi-assay algorithms to handle missing biomarker data in the field while conducting

the cross-sectional survey. This allows us to use multi-assay algorithms with larger estimated

µ even if they are likely to have a certain amount of missing data. We also explored how

to estimate φ(t) when there are missing biomarker measurements in the training data set.

This method allows for the potential benefits of newly developed biomarkers to be evaluated,

within the context of a multi-assay algorithm, even if some of the samples in the training

data set have been depleted and cannot be tested with new biomarkers.

Lastly, we presented a second approach for estimating φ(t) based on a multivariate model

of the growth of the continuous underlying biomarkers. While this approach requires stronger

assumptions about the structure of the data than the approach we presented in Chapter 2,

it offers several potential advantages. By modeling the growth of the underlying biomarkers

we are able to naturally incorporate ideas like within-subject correlation and the fact that

the biomarker measurements contain information on the unknown amount of time from

seroconversion until the first positive HIV antibody result. Further, since this approach

models the original data, a new model does not need to be fit for each definition of the early

disease stage. We repeated our search for an optimal 2-assay multi-assay algorithm with this

new approach and found that the two methods produce different results. We were able to

identify reasons for the disagreements between the two approaches. Further work is needed

to compare the two methods and to expand the new methodology to include additional

biomarkers.
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